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Hybrid 

In recent months, automakers Maruti Suzuki, Toyota and Honda have launched hybrid 

electric vehicles in India, offering car buyers more choices in the nascent electric vehicle 

market.  

● These new hybrid electric vehicles from different automakers are relying on hybrid 

technology and its advantages over conventional internal combustion engine (ICE)-

powered vehicles to change car buyers’ minds. 

What is a hybrid electric vehicle?  

● A hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) uses an ICE (a petrol/diesel engine) and one or more 

electric motors to run.  

● It is powered by the electric motor alone, which uses energy stored in batteries, by the 

ICE, or both.  

● The power train of the HEV is more complex than a regular ICE-powered car as it has 

EV components and a conventional ICE.  

● That means a typical HEV will have a low-voltage auxiliary battery, a traction battery 

pack to store electricity for the electric motor, an electric generator, an AC/DC 

converter, a power electronics controller, a thermal system to maintain working 

temperature, an ICE, a fuel tank, a fuel filler, a transmission and an exhaust system 

● A series-parallel HEV offers a combination of both models and allows to split power, 

wherein power is routed from the ICE alone or from the battery to the electric motor 

to drive the vehicle 

● The efficiency of HEVs and EVs will in large part be determined by their ability to 

recover as much energy as possible while braking, with a higher degree of energy 

recovery lowering fuel consumption.  

● The amount of recoverable energy depends upon factors like vehicle speed and 

stopping pattern.  

● The adoption of regenerative braking technology in the auto industry is increasing on 

account of the operating efficiency of vehicles through reduced fuel consumption and 

the extended range of batteries. 

What are the different types of HEVs?  

● The HEVs can be categorized into micro, mild and full hybrid vehicles, based on the 

degree of hybridization.  
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● The hybrid variants of the Maruti Suzuki’s Grand Vitara and the Toyota’s Urban 

Cruiser Hyryder can be classified as full and mild hybrids.  

● A full HEV will have a larger battery and a more powerful electric motor compared 

with a mild HEV. As a result, a full HEV can power the vehicle for longer distances 

using just electric mode,  

● Whereas a mild HEV cannot drive using only the electric motor and uses the battery 

at traffic lights or in stop-and-go traffic to support the ICE.  

● Micro hybrids do not offer electric torque assistance as they lack an electric motor, 

but they have an idle stop-start system and energy management functions.  

● Full HEVs offer better fuel economy compared with the other two types of HEVs but 

they also cost more than them 

 

Booster rocket 

● A Chinese booster rocket 

made an uncontrolled return to 

earth. 

● The Solid Rocket 

Boosters (SRBs) operate in 

parallel with the main engines for 

the first two minutes of flight to 

provide the additional thrust 

needed for the Orbiter to escape 

the gravitational pull of the Earth. 

 

 

Human health and animal health 

India has a livestock population of 1.6 billion that in turn translates into a scenario where 

approximately 280 million farmers rely on livestock and related industries for livelihood.  

● From the perspective of trade, the dairy industry in the country is valued at $160 

billion, while the meat industry is valued at $50 billion.  
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● In addition, livestock and related activities have significant overlap with wildlife and 

humans. 

● Statistics indicate that globally, we have witnessed around 9,580 instances of disease 

outbreaks from 2000 to 2010, of which 60% diseases were zoonotic in nature 

● A major loophole in the context of pandemic preparedness can be attributed to the fact 

that it has largely been human centric, leaving a large unaddressed gap for diseases of 

pandemic potential in animals.  

● The Department of Animal Husbandry in Government of India has been working 

towards increased investment in preparedness to protect health and building economic 

resilience so that India could become a world leader in animal pandemic 

preparedness. . 

● To this end, the Department of Animal Husbandry and Dairying (DAHD) has set up a 

dedicated ‘One Health Unit’ in collaboration with the Gates Foundation.  

● One of the primary focus areas of the unit has been on coming up with an “animal 

pandemic preparedness” model by creating a mechanism for storage and seamless 

exchange of data and information on livestock health this will be implemented 

through the National Digital Livestock Mission (NDLM) 

● to incentivize the growth of the animal health industry in India, companies can now 

avail incentives for setting up or expansion of animal vaccine and related 

infrastructure under the Animal Husbandry Infrastructure Fund 

 

 

Alpha Fold 

X-ray crystallography, Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),Cryo-electron microscopy (Cryo-

EM) 

What is Alpha Fold?  

● Alpha Fold is an AI-based protein structure prediction tool.  

● It is based on a computer system called deep neural network. Inspired by the human 

brain, neural networks use a large amount of input data and provide the desired output 

exactly like how a human brain would.  

● The real work is done by the black box between the input and the output layers, called 

the hidden networks.  
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● Alpha Fold is fed with protein sequences as input.  

● When protein sequences enter through one end, the predicted three-dimensional 

structures come out through the other 

● It uses processes based on “training, learning, retraining and relearning.”  

● The first step uses the available structures of 1,70,000 proteins in the Protein Data 

Bank (PDB) to train the computer model. 

●  Then, it uses the results of that training to learn the structural predictions of proteins 

What are the implications of this development?  

● Proteins are the business ends of biology, meaning proteins carry out all the functions 

inside a living cell.  

● Therefore, knowing protein structure and function is essential to understanding human 

diseases. 

●  Scientists predict protein structures using x-ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic 

resonance spectroscopy, or cryogenic electron microscopy.  

● These techniques are not just time-consuming, they often take years and are based 

mainly on trial-and-error method 

 

 

X-ray crystallography 

● X-ray crystallography uses X-ray to determine the position and arrangement of atoms 

in a crystal.  

● The most classical method of X-ray crystallography is single crystal X-ray diffraction, 

in which crystal atoms cause the incident X-ray beam to produce scattered beams.  

● When the scattered beams land on the detector, these beams produce a speckle 

diffraction pattern.  
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● As the crystal is gradually rotated, the angle and intensity of these diffracted beams 

can be measured, and then a three-dimensional image of the electron density within 

the crystal is generated. 

●  Based on this electron density, the average position of atoms in the crystal, chemical 

bonds, crystal barriers, and various information can be determined 

 

 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

● The second method is nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Nuclei are charged, fast 

spinning particles, which are similar to outer electrons. 

●  The ratios of different atomic nuclei are different and therefore have different 

resonance frequencies. The movement of the nucleus is not isolated--it interacts with 

the surrounding atoms both intra- and inter-molecularly.  

● Therefore, through nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, structural information 

of a given molecule can be obtained.  

● Taking protein as an example, its secondary structure, such as α-helix, β-sheet, turn, 

circular, and curl, reflects the different arrangement of the main chain atoms of 

protein molecules three-dimensionally. 

●  The spacing of the atomic nuclei in different secondary domains, the interaction 

between nuclei, and the dynamic characteristics of polypeptide segments all directly 

reflect the three-dimensional structure of proteins 
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Cryo-electron microscopy (Cryo-EM) 

 

● The third approach is the cryo-electron microscopy (Cryo-EM) technique, which 

includes three different methods: single particle analysis, electron tomography and 

electron crystallography.  

● The essential mechanism of Cryo-EM is electron scattering. The basic principle is 

described as follows. Samples are prepared through cryopreservation prior to analysis.  

● The coherent electrons are used as a light source to measure the sample. 

●  After the electron beam passes through the sample and the nearby ice layer, the lens 

system converts the scattered signal into a magnified image recorded on the detector. 

And signal processing is performed to obtain the three-dimensional structure of the 

sample 
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Intranasal vaccine 

An intranasal vaccine stimulates a broad immune response neutralizing IgG, mucosal 

IgA, and T cell responses. 

●  Immune responses at the site of infection (in the nasal mucosa) essential for blocking 

both infection and transmission of COVID-19. 

 

● The nasal route has excellent potential for vaccination due to the organized immune 

systems of the nasal mucosa. 

● Non-invasive, Needle-free. 

● Ease of administration does not require trained health care workers. 

● Elimination of needle-associated risks (injuries and infections). 

●  High compliance (Ideally suits for children and adults). 

●  Scalable manufacturing able to meet global demand. 
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Crypto regulation 

● Crypto is an Internet native asset not limited by geographical boundaries.  

● To transfer crypto, one does not need a pipeline or shipping container. 

● A steady Internet connection and some elemental knowledge of crypto services are 

what are that needed will allow anyone in the world to transfer crypto assets.  

● Further, crypto assets are not issued or controlled by any enterprise. 

● There are a little over 19 million bitcoins in circulation at present, out of the total 

capped supply (hence, the scarcity) of 21 million bitcoin 

● The European Parliament and Council, the legislative arms of the European Union, 

came to a provisional agreement on long-awaited regulations on crypto, namely, the 

Regulation of Markets in Crypto-Assets, or MiCA.  

● The General Data Protection Regulation, or GDPR, first published in 2016 and 

implemented in 2018, marked a turning point on consumer data protection and 

privacy not just in Europe but the world over.  

● The GDPR introduced a framework for seeking user consent and introduced several 

progressive rules such as the right to forget 

● MiCA proposes to regulate crypto asset services and crypto asset issuers.  

● By regulating these entities, Europe intends to provide consumer protection, 

transparency, and governance standards, regardless of the decentralized nature of the 

technology.  

● For instance, under MiCA, crypto asset service providers will be liable in case they 

lose investors’ assets, and will be subject to European market-abuse regulations, 

including those on market manipulation and insider trading.  

● Then, MiCA goes further to put forth specific regulations for stablecoins, rightly 

demarcating them from other crypto assets.  

● Under the proposed rules, issuers of stablecoins asset-referenced tokens are the term it 

uses are subject to a greater degree of compliance and declaration.  

● Under MiCA, stablecoin issuers must maintain reserves to cover all claims of the 

coins, and should implement a process for immediate redemption if and when holders 

seek one 

What Is Stablecoin? 

● Stablecoins are cryptocurrencies the value of which is pegged, or tied, to that of 

another currency, commodity or financial instrument.  
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● Stablecoins aim to provide an alternative to the high volatility of the most popular 

cryptocurrencies including Bitcoin (BTC), which has made such investments less 

suitable for wide use in transactions. 

 

Joint military exercise 

● The United States and Indonesian militaries began annual joint combat exercises on 

Indonesia’s Sumatra Island, joined for the first time by participants from other partner 

nations, signaling stronger ties amid growing maritime activity by China in the Indo-

Pacific region.  

● More than 5,000 soldiers from the U.S., Indonesia, Australia, Japan and Singapore 

were participating in this year’s exercises, making them the largest since the drills 

were established in 2009. 

● The exercises are designed to strengthen interoperability, capability, trust and 

cooperation in support of a free and open Indo-Pacific 

 

India’s climate pledge 

● The Union Cabinet approved an update to India’s Nationally Determined Contribution 

(NDC).  

● India had laid out five commitments, or Panchamrit, as the government references it, 

namely:  

● India will increase its non-fossil energy capacity to 500 GW (gigawatt) by 2030;  

● Will meet 50% of its energy requirements from “renewable energy” by 2030;  

● will reduce the total projected carbon emissions by one billion tonnes from now till 

2030; 

● Will reduce the carbon intensity of its economy by more than 45%; and will achieve 

the target of “net zero” by the year 2070, when there will be no net carbon dioxide 

emitted from energy sources.  

● A press statement, following the Cabinet approval, only mentions two of these 

promises, namely that India is committed to reduce emissions intensity of its GDP by 

45% by 2030, from the 2005 level and achieving 50% cumulative electric power  
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Machine Learning 

● Researchers have sounded the alarm about the use of machine learning to make 

predictions on the basis of data patterns.  

● At times, methodological pitfalls could lead to wildly over optimistic conclusions.  

● A prominent issue is ‘data leakage’, when information from the data set a model 

learns on includes data that it is later evaluated on. 

What is Machine learning? 

● Machine learning (ML) is a type of artificial intelligence (AI) that allows software 

applications to become more accurate at predicting outcomes without being explicitly 

programmed to do so.  

● Machine learning algorithms use historical data as input to predict new output values 

Why is machine learning important? 

● Machine learning is important because it gives enterprises a view of trends in 

customer behavior and business operational patterns, as well as supports the 

development of new products.  

● Many of today's leading companies, such as Facebook, Google and Uber, make 

machine learning a central part of their operations 

What are the different types of machine learning? 

● Supervised learning: In this type of machine learning, data scientists supply 

algorithms with labeled training data and define the variables they want the algorithm 

to assess for correlations. Both the input and the output of the algorithm are specified. 

● Unsupervised learning: This type of machine learning involves algorithms that train 

on unlabeled data. The algorithm scans through datasets looking for any meaningful 

connection. 

● Semi-supervised learning: This approach to machine learning involves a mix of the 

two preceding types.  

● Data scientists may feed an algorithm mostly labeled training data, but the model is 

free to explore the data on its own and develop its own understanding of the data set. 

● Reinforcement learning: Data scientists typically use reinforcement learning to teach a 

machine to complete a multi-step process for which there are clearly defined rules. 
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Genome editing- CRISPR Cas9, sickle cell anemia 

A pioneering gene therapy has used CRISPR–Cas9 genome editing to target the root 

cause of sickle-cell disease caused by a flaw in the body’s oxygen-carrying protein, 

hemoglobin, which affects more than six million people.  

 

● A clinical trial has already achieved exciting results, but the challenge will be 

reaching those most in need. 

What is Genome editing? 

● Genome editing (also called gene editing) is a group of technologies that give 

scientists the ability to change an organism's DNA.  

● These technologies allow genetic material to be added, removed, or altered at 

particular locations in the genome. Several approaches to genome editing have been 

developed.  

● A well-known one is called CRISPR-Cas9, which is short for clustered regularly 

interspaced short palindromic repeats and CRISPR-associated protein 9.  

● The CRISPR-Cas9 system has generated a lot of excitement in the scientific 

community because it is faster, cheaper, more accurate, and more efficient than other 

genome editing methods. 

● CRISPR-Cas9 was adapted from a naturally occurring genome editing system that 

bacteria use as an immune defense 

● When infected with viruses, bacteria capture small pieces of the viruses' DNA and 

insert them into their own DNA in a particular pattern to create segments known as 

CRISPR arrays. 

●  The CRISPR arrays allow the bacteria to "remember" the viruses (or closely related 

ones).  

● If the viruses attack again, the bacteria produce RNA segments from the CRISPR 

arrays that recognize and attach to specific regions of the viruses' DNA.  

● The bacteria then use Cas9 or a similar enzyme to cut the DNA apart, which disables 

the virus. 

● Researchers adapted this immune defense system to edit DNA.  

● They create a small piece of RNA with a short "guide" sequence that attaches (binds) 

to a specific target sequence in a cell's DNA, much like the RNA segments bacteria 

produce from the CRISPR array.  
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● This guide RNA also attaches to the Cas9 enzyme. When introduced into cells, the 

guide RNA recognizes the intended DNA sequence, and the Cas9 enzyme cuts the 

DNA at the targeted location, mirroring the process in bacteria. 

What is Sickle Cell Disease? 

● Sickle cell disease (SCD) is a group of inherited red blood cell disorders. Red blood 

cells contain hemoglobin, a protein that carries oxygen.  

● Healthy red blood cells are round, and they move through small blood vessels to carry 

oxygen to all parts of the body.  

● In someone who has SCD, the hemoglobin is abnormal, which causes the red blood 

cells to become hard and sticky and look like a C-shaped farm tool called a “sickle.” 

●  The sickle cells die early, which causes a constant shortage of red blood cells. Also, 

when they travel through small blood vessels, they get stuck and clog the blood flow.  

● This can cause pain and other serious complications (health problems) such as 

infection, acute chest syndrome and stroke. 

Types of SCD 

HbSS 

● People who have this form of SCD inherit two genes, one from each parent, that code 

for hemoglobin “S.” 

●  Hemoglobin S is an abnormal form of hemoglobin that causes the red cells to become 

rigid, and sickle shaped.  

● This is commonly called sickle cell anemia and is usually the most severe form of the 

disease. 

HbSC 

● People who have this form of SCD inherit a hemoglobin “S” gene from one parent 

and a gene for a different type of abnormal hemoglobin called “C” from the other 

parent. This is usually a milder form of SCD. 

HbS beta thalassemia 

● People who have this form of SCD inherit a hemoglobin “S” gene from one parent 

and a gene for beta thalassemia, another type of hemoglobin abnormality, from the 

other parent.  
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● There are two types of beta thalassemia: “zero” (HbS beta0) and “plus” (HbS beta+).  

● Those with HbS beta0-thalassemia usually have a severe form of SCD. People with 

HbS beta+-thalassemia tend to have a milder form of SCD. 

 

 

Organism distribution and Continental drift 

● Zoologist Philip Sclater was 

perplexed by the presence of lemurs, their 

relatives, and their fossils in Madagascar and 

India, but not in nearby Africa or the Middle 

East.  

● In the 1860s, he proposed that a large 

island or continent must have once existed 

between India and Madagascar, serving as a 

land bridge. 

●  Over time, this island had sunk. He called this proposed island Lemuria. 

● Tamil revivalists such as Devaneya Pavanar also took up the idea, in the form of a 

Tamil civilization, lost to the sea as described in literature and in Pandyan legends.  

● They called this submerged continent Kumari Kandam. 

Continental drift  

 

● Sclater’s ideas lost favor when 

another ‘outlandish’ theory, of continental 

drift, began to gain acceptance. 

●  In plate tectonics, the large rocky 

plates that we stand on float on molten 

subterranean rocks and move 2-15 cm per 

year relative to each other.  

● A landmass called Gondwana, split 

into two 165 million years ago one containing what is now Africa and South America, 

the other comprising India, Madagascar, Australia and Antarctica. 

● Around 115 million years ago, Madagascar and India together broke free. Around 88 
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million years ago, India moved northward, dropping a few parcels of land along the 

way to form Seychelles.  

● It joined the Eurasian mass 50 million years ago giving rise to the Himalayas and 

South Asia that we are familiar with. 

Molecular clocks  

● A powerful technique, the molecular clock, is used to estimate the time when two 

forms of life diverged from each other. 

●  It is based on the observation that evolutionary changes in the sequence of an RNA or 

a protein molecule occur at a fairly constant rate.  

● The difference in the amino acids of, say the hemoglobin of two animals can tell you 

how long ago their lineages diverged.  

● Molecular clocks corroborate well with other evidence, such as the fossil record 

 

Pitcher plant 

● Scientists at the University of Bristol have 

uncovered the deadly workings of a carnivorous plant 

Slender Pitcher plant (Nepenthes gracilis). 

●  The Slender Pitcher plant in the steaming jungles 

of Borneo has developed one of the most ingenious tricks 

to help them survive and outcompete their neighbors.  

● Its elaborate cup-shaped leaves are equipped with 

a canopy-like hanging lid that turns into a deadly 

springboard for ants when it is hit by a falling raindrop. 

 

Peninsular Rock Agama 

The Peninsular Rock Agama (Psammophilus dorsalis) which is 

a type of garden lizard has a strong presence in southern India.  

● Habitat loss and other such features of urbanization 

have affected the presence of the animal in urban centres.  
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● The Peninsular Rock Agama (Psammophilus dorsalis) which is a type of garden lizard 

has a strong presence in southern India.  

● Habitat loss and other such features of urbanization have affected the presence of the 

animal in urban centres.  

● This lizard is a large animal, strikingly colored in orange and black.  

● They do not generate their own body heat, so they need to seek warmth from external 

sources like a warm rock or a sunny spot on the wall.  

● They are important in ecology. From different aspects they can indicate which parts of 

the city are warming, and their numbers show how the food web is changing.  

 

 

APOBEC3 protein 

● The study also suggests that several mutations that have been identified in the new 

sequences of the monkeypox virus may have emerged due to interaction between the 

virus genome and an important family of proteins coded by the human genome known 

as the Apolipoprotein B Editing Complex (or APOBEC3).  

● These proteins offer protection against certain viral infections by editing the genome 

sequence of the virus while it replicates in the cell.  

● Some researchers, therefore, suggest that many of the genetic mutations in the 

monkeypox genomes from the current outbreak are relics of the effect of APOBEC3 

and may not provide a significant evolutionary advantage to the virus.  

● Monkeypox virus can infect a range of hosts, including non-human primates and 

rodents which could act as a natural reservoir. 

● Infections in the reservoir could also enable continued transmission and accumulation 

of mutations before spilling over to cause human infections.  

 

Types of Orbit 

● The Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) on Sunday said the satellites 

onboard its maiden Small Satellite Launch Vehicle “are no longer usable” after the 

SSLV-D1 placed them in an elliptical orbit instead of a circular one.  

● The space agency said a committee would analyze, and make recommendations on, 
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Sunday’s episode. With the implementation of those recommendations, “ISRO will 

come back soon with SSLV-D2”. 

What Is an Orbit? 

● An orbit is a regular, repeating path that one object in space takes around another one. 

An object in an orbit is called a satellite.  

● A satellite can be natural, like Earth or the moon.  

● Many planets have moons that orbit them. A satellite can also be man-made, like the 

International Space Station. 

● Planets, comets, asteroids and other objects in the solar system orbit the sun. Most of 

the objects orbiting the sun move along or close to an imaginary flat surface. This 

imaginary surface is called the ecliptic plane. 

What Shape Is an Orbit? 

● Orbits come in different shapes. All orbits are elliptical, which means they are an 

ellipse, similar to an oval.  

● For the planets, the orbits are almost circular. The orbits of comets have a different 

shape. They are highly eccentric or "squashed." They look more like thin ellipses than 

circles. 

● Satellites that orbit Earth, including the moon, do not always stay the same distance 

from Earth. Sometimes they are closer, and at other times they are farther away. The 

closest point a satellite comes to Earth is called its perigee. The farthest point is the 

apogee. 

● For planets, the point in their 

orbit closest to the sun is perihelion. 

The farthest point is called aphelion. 

Earth reaches its aphelion during 

summer in the Northern Hemisphere. 

● The time it takes a satellite to 

make one full orbit is called its 

period.  

● For example, Earth has an orbital period of one year. The inclination is the angle the 

orbital plane makes when compared with Earth's equator. 
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How Do Objects Stay in Orbit? 

● An object in motion will stay in motion unless something pushes or pulls on it.  

● This statement is called Newton's first law of motion. Without gravity, an Earth-

orbiting satellite would go off into space along a straight line. With gravity, it is 

pulled back toward Earth. 

●  A constant tug-of-war takes place between the satellite's tendency to move in a 

straight line, or momentum, and the tug of gravity pulling the satellite back. 

Where Do Satellites Orbit Earth? 

● The International Space Station is in low Earth orbit, or LEO. LEO is the first 100 to 

200 miles (161 to 322 km) of space.  

● LEO is the easiest orbit to get to and stay in. One complete orbit in LEO takes about 

90 minutes. 

● Satellites that stay above a location on Earth are in geosynchronous Earth orbit, or 

GEO.  

● These satellites orbit about 23,000 miles (37,015 km) above the equator and complete 

one revolution around Earth precisely every 24 hours.  

● Satellites headed for GEO first go to an elliptical orbit with an apogee about 37,015 

km. firing the rocket engines at apogee then makes the orbit round. Geosynchronous 

orbits are also called geostationary. 

● Any satellite with an orbital path going over or near the poles maintains a polar orbit. 

Polar orbits are usually low Earth orbits. Eventually, Earth's entire surface passes 

under a satellite in polar orbit. 

●  When a satellite orbits Earth, the path it takes makes an angle with the equator. 

●  This angle is called the inclination.  

● A satellite that orbits parallel to the equator has a zero-degree orbital inclination. A 

satellite in a polar orbit has a 90-degree inclination. 
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Regulation of minor minerals 

Minor minerals v/s major minerals 

● Minor minerals are those which are prescribed by Mines and Minerals (Development 

and Regulation) Act, 1957 (section 3(e)) as being categorized as ‘minor minerals’.  

● Any mineral this by the notification of the Central Government may declare to be a 

minor mineral.  

● The State Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, make rules for 

regulating the grant of quarry leases, mining leases or other mineral concessions in 

respect of minor minerals and for purposes connected therewith. 

● Major minerals are those specified in the Mines and Minerals (Development and 

Regulation) Act, 1957.  

● Some of the major minerals include Lignite, Uranium, Coal, Gold, Iron ore, Lead-

Zinc, Magnesium, Tungsten, and Diamond etc.  

● Unlike major minerals, the regulatory and administrative powers to frame rules, 

prescribe rates of royalty, mineral concessions, enforcement, etc. are entrusted 

exclusively to the State governments.  

● The Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) Notifications of 1994 and 2006 made 

environmental clearance compulsory for mining in areas more than or equal to five 

hectares.  

● However, the Supreme Court of India after taking cognizance of a report by the 

Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change on Environmental Aspects of 

Quarrying of Minor Minerals (2010) directed all State governments to make the 

requisite changes in the regulatory framework of minor minerals, requiring 

environmental clearance for mining in areas less than five hectares.  

● Consequently, the EIA was amended in 2016 which made environmental clearance 

mandatory for mining in areas less than five hectares, including minor minerals. 

●  The amendment also provided for the setting up of a District Environment Impact 

Assessment Authority (EIAA) and a District Expert Appraisal Committee (EAC). 

● The problem of illegal mining of minor minerals is often under-estimated, thus 

accentuating undesired environmental consequences. 

●  There have been numerous cases of the illegal mining of dolomite, marble and sand 

across States. 
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Observations by agencies  

● The United Nations Environment Programme, in 2019, ranked India and China as the 

top two countries where illegal sand mining has led to sweeping environmental 

degradation.  

● Despite this, there is no comprehensive assessment available to evaluate the scale of 

sand mining in India 

● Protecting minor minerals requires investment in production and consumption 

measurement and also monitoring and planning tools.  

● To this end, technology has to be used to provide a sustainable solution. 

 The power of technology 

●  Satellite imagery can be used to monitor the volume of extraction and also check the 

mining process. 

●  Even for past infractions, the NGT and administrative authorities can obtain satellite 

pictures for the past 10 to 15 years and uncontrovertibly show how small hillocks of 

earth, gravel or small stone dunes have disappeared in an area. 

● Drones, the internet of things (IoT) and blockchain technology can be leveraged to 

monitor mechanisms by using Global Positioning System, radar and Radio Frequency 

(RF) Locator. 

 

 

What is Data Fudging? 

● Data fudging on the other hand is clearly inventing data to fit the curve or trend, and 

is deliberate and thus harder to catch. 

● It can also be included to give confusing rather than inaccurate data just to avoid 

greater scrutiny. 

How data is often fudged? 

● Factors-This starts by recognizing all factors that can positively or negatively impact 

the final numbers that are being presented. Note the list can be expanded to many 

more factors than needed just to divert attention from main causal factors. 

● Sensitivity-This gives the range of answers gotten by tweaking individual factors 

within a certain range say +- 10 % and noting the final figures. Assumptions can be 
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both conservative and aggressive in terms of recognizing the weight age of causal 

factors in order to suit the final numbers. 

● Causal Equation-Recognizing the interplay between various factors due to correlation 

as well to the final numbers due to causing variance changes. The causal equation can 

then be tweaked including playing with weight age, powers of polynomial expression, 

as well correlation between many factors. 

 

 

Coral reef 

The story so far:  

● The highest levels of coral cover, within the past 36 years, has been recorded in the 

northern and central parts of Australia’s Great Barrier Reef (GBR), according to the 

annual long-term monitoring report by the Australian Institute of Marine Science 

(AIMS) 

● There are two types of corals:  

Hard, shallow-water corals the kind that builds reefs. Soft corals and deepwater 

corals that live in dark cold waters. 

● Australia’s Great Barrier Reef is the world’s largest reef system stretching across 

2,300 km and having nearly 3,000 individual reefs.  

● It hosts 400 different types of coral, gives shelter to 1,500 species of fish and 4,000 

types of mollusc.  

● Coral reefs support over 25% of marine biodiversity even as they take up only 1% of 

the seafloor.  

● The marine life supported by reefs further fuels global fishing industries. Besides, 

coral reef systems generate $2.7 trillion in annual economic value through goods and 

service trade and tourism.  

● In Australia, the Barrier Reef, in pre-COVID times, generated $4.6 billion annually 

through tourism and employed over 60,000 people including divers and guides. 

● Incidentally, these fast growing corals are also the most susceptible to environmental 

pressures such as rising temperatures, cyclones, pollution, crown-of-thorn starfish 

(COTs) attacks which prey on hard corals and so on 
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● Besides predatory attacks and tropical cyclones, scientists say that the biggest threat 

to the health of the reef is climate change-induced heat stress, resulting in coral 

bleaching.  

● Corals share a symbiotic relationship with single-celled algae called zooxanthellae. 

●  The algae prepares food for corals through photosynthesis and also gives them their 

vibrant coloration.  

● When exposed to conditions like heat stress, pollution, or high levels of ocean acidity, 

the zooxanthellae start producing reactive oxygen species not beneficial to the corals. 

●  So, the corals kick out the color-giving algae from their polyps, exposing their pale 

white exoskeleton and leading to coral starvation as corals cannot produce their own 

food.  

● Bleached corals can survive depending on the levels of bleaching and the recovery of 

sea temperatures to normal levels.  

● Severe bleaching and prolonged stress in the external environment can lead to coral 

death.  

● Over the last couple of decades, climate change-induced rise in temperature has made 

seas warmer than usual.  

● Under all positive outlooks and projections in terms of cutting greenhouse gases, sea 

temperatures are predicted to increase by 1.5°C to 2°C by the time the century nears 

its end. 

● The AIMS report says that the prognosis for the future disturbance suggests an 

increase in marine heat waves that will last longer and the ongoing risk of COTs 

outbreaks and cyclones.  

 

 

African swine fever 

 

With more than 100 pigs dead in Ranchi district since July 27 due to suspected swine fever, 

the Jharkhand animal husbandry department (AHD) has sounded the alert and asked the 

others to take precautionary measures 

● African Swine Fever (ASF) is a highly contagious viral disease of pigs.  

● In its acute form the disease generally results in high mortality. ASF is a different 
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disease to swine flu.  

● The virus does not affect people and there is no impact on human health. 

● African swine fever virus (ASFV) is a large, double-stranded DNA virus in the 

Asfarviridae family. 

● It is the causative agent of African swine fever (ASF).  

● The virus causes a hemorrhagic fever with high mortality rates in domestic pigs; some 

isolates can cause death of animals as quickly as a week after infection. 

How is the disease transmitted? 

● African Swine Fever can be spread through: 

● direct contact with infected pigs, feces or body fluids 

● indirect contact via fomites such as equipment, vehicles or people who work with pigs 

between pig farms with ineffective biosecurity 

● pigs eating infected pig meat or meat products 

● Biological vectors - ticks of the species Ornithodoros.  

 

 

Dragon fruit 

● A key feature of these crops is that they can grow in extremes of temperature.  

● Dragons grow well in poor soils but are best suited to tropical climates with 40–60 cm 

rainfall for growth. The temperature between 20°C to 30°C is considered best for 

growing dragon fruit crops. 

●  If your climate outside is too cold or too hot for dragon fruit, you can also 

successfully grow a potted dragon fruit plant. 

● Although dragon fruit is in the cactus family, it is not like the cacti you typically see 

in the desert. Dragon fruit is a subtropical cactus native to Central America and South 

America, which means it, thrives in mild, humid environments. 
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Origin of Dragon Fruit 

● Dragon fruit grows on the Hylocereus cactus, also known as the Honolulu Queen, 

whose flowers open only at night. The plant is native to Central America and southern 

Mexico.  

● However, today farmers grow it all over the world. As a result, it is known by many 

names, including papaya, pitahaya and strawberry pear. 
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Millet 

● Millets are traditional grasses or crops that are friendly to arid environments and 

considered to do well in drought-like conditions, according to the Food and 

Agriculture Organization. 

● Millet farming directly results in preserving and conserving biodiversity.  

● This is one reason why women farmers, with their ecological acumen and their close 

association with climate protection, are best suited to be ambassadors of millet 

cultivation. 

● They also universally succeed in practicing seed sovereignty principles and water 

conservation. 

●  With the creation of incentives toward promoting the woman farmer, these goals of 

millet cultivation and sustainable development, especially those related to agriculture 

and sustainable production and consumption, can be achieved. 

● Around 4,000 litres of water is required to produce one kilogram of rice, it has been 

argued.  

● For the last few years, millets such as jowar, bajra, ragi have dominated urban 

consumption baskets through either direct-cooked consumption, or more popularly, 

via the fast-moving consumer goods penetration. 

● There is an imported penetration of seeds, whole grains and cereals not native to the 

Indian geography or cuisine.  

● Quinoa is a prominent example that has seen increasing domination in urban diets. 

● Therefore, under the ‘Vocal for Local’ campaign, indigenous crops must be lent more 

support and focus.  

● A sustainable way to pursue this is to empower women farmers and self-help groups 

(SHG), by equipping them with advanced packaging techniques, agro-marketing, 

financial literacy and other entrepreneurial skills. 

● Grassroots workers like the anganwadi and ASHA workers must be further involved 

as nutrition ambassadors and entrepreneurs in the millet revolution. 
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Concern of reintroduction of cheetah 

 

 In 2020, the Supreme Court provided a glimmer of hope when it gave a go-ahead to the 

central government’s ambitious plan for bringing in the cheetah from Namibia, Africa.  

● The sites that have been suggested for the relocation are the Kuno-Palpur Wildlife 

Sanctuary in Madhya Pradesh, the Velavadar National Park in Gujarat and the Tal 

Chapar sanctuary in Rajasthan 

Genetic differences in cheetah subspecies 

● One of the major issues that has concerned experts is the genetic differences in the 

cheetah subspecies.  

● The cheetahs coming to India will not be from the Asiatic subspecies, but instead 

from the African subspecies.  

● The African cheetahs not only look different, but are also used to a different habitat 

and prey base. In comparison, the Asiatic cheetah is smaller, thinner and slightly paler 

in color than its African counterpart.  

● Introducing a different subspecies to a new ecological setting carries its own set of 

biodiversity issues and disease risks. 

Not enough space to accommodate cheetahs 

● A cheetah requires a substantial amount of space.  

● Many activists have said that the proposed habitats in India are not large enough to 

accommodate cheetahs, and do not have enough prey to sustain the big cats. 

●  According to a report by Smithsonian Magazine, the proposed Indian wildlife 

habitats do not have an area of more than 1,000 square kilometers, and also have 

much less prey base than the African homes of cheetahs. 

Might take focus away from species that need attention 

● With renewed focus on bringing the cheetah back to India, experts fear that it might 

take away the focus away from other species that need more attention.  

● One such example is the great Indian bustard, which stands on the brink of extinction 

in the country today. 

Risk of diseases in new setting 

● A Down to Earth report explains that when animals are being introduced to a new 
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landscape, there is a risk of disease spreading to both the individual animals and to the 

wildlife species which inhabit the site chosen for reintroduction.  

● The stress of unfamiliar or unnatural conditions of confinement, especially during the 

translocation process might trigger diseases in cheetahs 

 

 

Reusable spacecraft 

● A reusable spacecraft is a class of spacecraft that have been designed with repeated 

launch, orbit, deorbit and atmospheric reentry in mind.  

● This contrasts with conventional spacecraft which are designed to be expended 

(thrown away, allowed to burn during reentry) after use.  

● Examples of reusable spacecraft are spaceplanes (such as the Space Shuttle orbiters 

and the Dream Chaser) and space capsules like the SpaceX Dragon. 

● Such spacecraft need mechanisms to prevent the disintegration of the spacecraft and 

its occupants/cargo during reentry. Failure of such systems may be catastrophic 

● Reusable spacecraft include mechanisms to deorbit and reenter the atmosphere in a 

controlled fashion 

● For this purpose, the Space Shuttle included OMS pods, and the SpaceX Dragon 

included its own engines, used for deorbiting. Deorbiting slows the spacecraft down, 

lowering its perigee to inside the atmosphere where the vehicle descends to Earth. 

● As a rough rule of thumb, 15% of the landed weight of an atmospheric reentry vehicle 

needs to be heat shielding. 

● Thermal Protection Systems (TPS) can be made of a variety of materials, including 

reinforced carbon-carbon and ablative materials. 

 

 

Why SSLV Failed? 

The story so far:  

● On August 7, ISRO got ready for the first developmental flight of the SSLV-D1/EOS-

2 mission. 

●  The launch took place from the Satish Dhawan Space Centre at Sriharikota.  
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● The Small Satellite Launch Vehicle (SSLV) D1/EOS-2 mission was carrying two 

satellites the Earth Observation Satellite-2 (EOS-2) which weighed about 135 kg and 

AzadiSAT which weighed about eight kg.  

● The mission aimed to place the EOS-2 in a circular low-Earth orbit at a height of 

about 350 km above the Equator and inclined at an angle of 37 degrees.  

● The initial part of the story was successful with the launch vehicle operating 

smoothly.  

● However, the mission failed to place the satellites in their required orbits, and the 

satellites, as they were already detached from the launch vehicle, were lost 

What was the purpose of the SSLV-D1/EOS-2 mission?  

● The purpose of this mission was to place the two satellites in circular low-Earth orbits 

at a height of about 350 km above the Equator.  

● The larger one, the EOS-2 which was designed and developed by ISRO, offered 

advanced optical remote sensing operations. 

●  It would have operated in the infrared region and could have served many purposes, 

from imaging for climate studies to simply keeping an eye on Earth.  

● AzadiSAT, on the other hand, was a collective of 75 tiny payloads weighing around 

50 grams each, which were integrated by students.  

● It carried tiny experiments which would have measured the ionizing radiation in its 

orbit and also a transponder which worked in the ham radio frequency to enable 

amateur operators to access it 

Which part of the mission succeeded and where did it fail? 

●  The SSLV was composed of three stages powered by solid fuels and these three 

performed their function as planned.  

● However, when it came to the stage when the satellites had to be set in orbit, there 

was a glitch which resulted in the satellites being lost forever.  

● With a degree of openness that is unprecedented in ISRO, it was announced that there 

was a malfunctioning of a sensor which resulted in placing the satellites in an 

elliptical orbit, rather than a circular orbit. 

Why were the satellites lost?  

● If the closest distance to the Earth is only 76 km, as it happened this time, there is an 

atmospheric drag experienced by the object at that height.  
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● Thereafter, unless adequate thrust is applied to overcome the drag, it will lose height 

and fall towards the Earth because of gravity and may eventually burn up due to 

friction 

● In the present case, the announcement was that “failure of a logic to identify a sensor 

failure and go for a salvage action caused the deviation 

Why do we need to develop an SSLV when we have successfully used PSLV and 

GSLV?  

● The PSLV (Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle) and GSLV (Geosynchronous Satellite 

Launch Vehicle) are quite powerful and can carry huge loads. To place an Earth 

Orbiting Satellite in a low Earth orbit, one does not need such power horses.  

● The SSLV can easily carry small-to-medium loads from 10 kg to 500 kg. It is less 

expensive. 

●  The three stages being powered by solid fuel is another advantage. Solid fuel is easier 

to handle, whereas handling the liquid propellants used in the PSLV and GSLV is 

more complex. 

 

 

Teesta agreement 

● Teesta is a 414km long river flowing through the Indian states of West Bengal, 

Sikkim before going to the Bay of Bengal through Bangladesh. 

● It is the fourth largest transboundary river shared between India and Bangladesh after 

Ganges, Brahmaputra, and Meghna river systems. 

● Total catchment area: 1.75 million Sq. km 

For Bangladesh: 

● According to the report of Asian Foundation in 2013, its flood plain covers about 14% 

of the total cropped area of Bangladesh and provides direct livelihood opportunities to 

approximately 73% of its population. 

For West Bengal 

● Teesta is the lifeline of North Bengal and almost half a dozen districts of West Bengal 

are dependent on the waters of Teesta. 

● Article 253 of Indian Constitution gives power to the Union Government to enter any 
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transboundary river water related treaty with a riparian state. 

● The centre cannot do it arbitrarily without taking into consideration the social, 

political and eco-impact of such a treaty in the catchment area. 

● Many of the glaciers on the Teesta river basin have retreated, says a strategic foresight 

group, a Mumbai think tank. 

● Estimates suggested that Teesta River has a mean average flow of approximately 60 

billion cubic meters, of which a significant amount flows during June and September 

and October to April is considered to be a lean season. 

 

 

Corbevax and types of vaccines 

Corbevax 

● Corbevax is a “recombinant protein sub-unit” vaccine, which means it is made up of a 

specific part of SARS-CoV-2, that is, the spike protein on the virus’s surface. 

● The spike protein allows the virus to enter cells so that it can replicate and cause 

disease. However, when just the spike protein is injected into the body, it is not as 

harmful as the virus itself, because the rest of the virus is missing. 

● The body is expected to develop an immune response against the injected spike 

protein and, if and when the real virus attempts to infect, the body has an immune 

response ready, which will make it unlikely that the virus can make the victim 

seriously ill. 

● This technology itself is not new. It has been used for decades to make hepatitis B 

vaccines. However, Corbevax is among the first Covid-19 vaccines to use this 

platform. 

● Gaithersburg, Maryland-based Novavax too has developed a protein-based vaccine, 

which has been manufactured in India under license by Serum Institute of India. 

How is Corbevax different? 

● The Covid-19 vaccines manufactured by Pfizer and Moderna are mRNA vaccines; 

those made by AstraZeneca-Oxford (Covishield in India), Johnson & Johnson and 

Sputnik V are viral vector vaccines; and Covaxin, Sinovac-CoronaVac, and 

Sinopharm’s SARS-CoV-2 Vaccine-Vero Cell are inactivated vaccines. 
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● Inactivated vaccines, which contain killed particles of the whole SARS-CoV-2 virus, 

seek to target the entire structure of the virus. On the other hand, Corbevax, like the 

mRNA and viral vector vaccines, targets only the spike protein, but in a different way. 

● Viral vectors and mRNA and vaccines use a code to induce human cells to make the 

spike proteins against which the body has to build immunity. 

 

 

Audio Visual Co-production Treaty 

The Union Cabinet has approved the signing of an Audio Visual Co-production Treaty 

between India and Australia, which is aimed at facilitating joint production of films 

between the two countries. 

● India has so far signed 15 audio visual co-production treaties with other countries. 

● “The proposed agreement will boost ties with Australia, lead to exchange of art and 

culture, showcase the soft power of our country and lead to generation of employment 

among artistic, technical as well as non-technical personnel engaged in audio visual 

co-production, including production and post-production work 

 

K shaped recovery 

What is a K-shaped recovery? 

• A K-shaped recovery is a post-recession 

scenario in which one segment of the economy 

begins to climb back upward while another 

segment continues to suffer. If illustrated, the 

economic growth would roughly resemble the 

two diverging diagonal lines of the letter "K” 

hence the name.  

● When compared with other recovery shapes, the K-shaped recovery poses a troubling, 

divergent economic future, one where the economy rebounds unevenly, and where the 
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wealthy benefit while just about everyone else gets left behind. 

 

 

Garuda shield 

● Soldiers from the U.S., Indonesia and Australia joined a live-fire drill, part of annual 

joint combat exercises on Sumatra Island amid growing Chinese maritime activity in 

the Indo-Pacific region.  

● More than 5,000 personnel from the U.S., Indonesia, Australia, Japan and Singapore 

are participating in the Super Garuda Shield exercises, making them the largest since 

they began in 2009.  

● The drills are seen by China as a threat 

● The U.K., Canada, France, India, Malaysia, South Korea, New Zealand, Papua New 

Guinea and East Timor also sent observers to the exercises 

Garuda shield 

● Garuda Shield is a two-week joint-exercise between the United States Army and 

Indonesian Army.  

● The purpose of this joint-exercise is to enhance and enrich the jungle warfare ability 

of both U.S. Army and Indonesian Army.  

● This joint-exercise took place in Indonesia. This joint-exercise was first held in 2007. 

● In April 2022, a new Garuda Shield joint-exercise was announced, which will involve 

14 countries, making it the largest edition of Garuda Shield since it was established in 

2009.  

● The exercise, which is known as Super Garuda Shield, will include nations such as 

Japan, Australia, and Britain 

 

 

Langya (LayV) 

● The virus called Langya (LayV), reported in patients in Eastern China. 

● The pathogen belongs to the henipavirus family, closely associated with Nipah and 

Hendra viruses 

● The virus was named after the town this patient lived in Langya in the Shandong 
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province in China 

●  with the available evidence, that the virus must have been directed transmitted by 

shrews or any other intermediary animal 

● While LayV as we know it now does not pose a huge threat, it is apparent that the 

nature of a connected world facilitates the easy transmission of viruses globally.  

● Constant, unflagging surveillance and adequate sharing of information between 

nations is essential, experts underscore. 

 

 

CAG Report-Conservation of Coastal Ecosystems from 2015-

20 

The story so far: 

●  This week, the Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) of India tabled a report in 

Parliament on whether steps taken by the Union Environment Ministry to conserve 

India’s coastal ecosystems have been successful 

●  This latest report contains the observations from an audit of ‘Conservation of Coastal 

Ecosystems from 2015-20.’ 

The story so far: 

●  This week, the Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) of India tabled a report in 

Parliament on whether steps taken by the Union Environment Ministry to conserve 

India’s coastal ecosystems have been successful 

●  This latest report contains the observations from an audit of ‘Conservation of Coastal 

Ecosystems from 2015-20.’ 

What are the Centre’s obligations on conserving the coastline?  

● The government has issued notifications under the Environment Protection Act, 1986, 

to regulate activities along India’s coasts particularly regarding construction.  

● The Coastal Regulation Zone Notification (CRZ) 2019, implemented by the Ministry, 

classifies the coastal area into different zones to manage infrastructure activities and 

regulate them.  

● The three institutions responsible for the implementation of the CRZ are the National 

Coastal Zone Management Authority (NCZMA) at the Centre, the State/Union 
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Territory Coastal Zone Management Authorities (SCZMAs/UTCZMAs) in every 

coastal State and Union Territory and the District Level Committees (DLCs) in every 

district that  has a coastal stretch and where the CRZ notification is applicable. 

● These bodies examine if CRZ clearances granted by the government are as per 

procedure, if project developers once given the go-ahead are complying with 

conditions, and if the project development objectives under the Integrated Coastal 

Zone Management Programme (ICZMP) are successful.  

● They also evaluate the measures taken up by the government towards achieving the 

targets under Sustainable Development Goals, a set of United Nations-prescribed 

targets for countries towards eradicating poverty and becoming sustainable societies. 

Why did the CAG undertake this audit?  

● The CAG has a constitutional mandate to investigate and report on publicly funded 

programmes. The CAG conducted “pre-audit studies” and found that there were large-

scale CRZ violations in the coastal stretches 

What did the audit find? 

● Expert Appraisal Committees a committee of scientific experts and senior bureaucrats 

who evaluate the feasibility of an infrastructure project and its environmental 

consequences not being present during project deliberations.  

● There were also instances of the members of the EAC being fewer than half of the 

total strength during the deliberations.  

● The SCZMA had not been reconstituted in Karnataka and there was delayed 

reconstitution in the States of Goa, Odisha and West Bengal 

● There were instances of projects being approved despite inadequacies in the 

Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) reports.  

 

 

Methane emissions 

 

● A new study has found that landfills make substantial contributions to greenhouse gas 

emissions in four major cities of the world 

●  Methane is emitted from a variety of anthropogenic (human-influenced) and natural 
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sources. Anthropogenic emission sources include landfills, oil and natural gas 

systems, agricultural activities, coal mining, stationary and mobile combustion, 

wastewater treatment, and certain industrial processes.  

● Methane is the second most abundant anthropogenic GHG after carbon dioxide 

(CO2), accounting for about 20 percent of global emissions. Methane is more than 25 

times as potent as carbon dioxide at trapping heat in the atmosphere. 

●  Over the last two centuries, methane concentrations in the atmosphere have more 

than doubled, largely due to human-related activities. 

●  Because methane is both a powerful greenhouse gas and short-lived compared to 

carbon dioxide, achieving significant reductions would have a rapid and significant 

effect on atmospheric warming potential 

 

 

Lidar 

● The southwest corner of the Amazon Basin was once the site of complex urban 

settlements built by ancient civilizations.  

● Researchers used a laser remote-sensing technology called lidar to map land inhabited 

by the Casarabe culture, which existed around AD 500 to 1400, in what is now known 

as Bolivia. 

● Lidar, which stands for Light Detection and Ranging, is a remote sensing method that 

uses light in the form of a pulsed laser to measure ranges (variable distances) to the 

Earth.  

● These light pulses combined with other data recorded by the airborne system generate 

precise, three-dimensional information about the shape of the Earth and its surface 

characteristics. 

● A lidar instrument principally consists of a laser, a scanner, and a specialized GPS 

receiver. 

●  Airplanes and helicopters are the most commonly used platforms for acquiring lidar 

data over broad areas.  

● Two types of lidar are topographic and bathymetric. Topographic lidar typically uses 

a near-infrared laser to map the land, while bathymetric lidar uses water-penetrating 

green light to also measure seafloor and riverbed elevations. 
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● Lidar systems allow scientists and mapping professionals to examine both natural and 

manmade environments with accuracy, precision, and flexibility 

 

 

Retrovirus 

● People living with HIV need access to treatment with a combination of drugs known 

as antiretroviral therapy to suppress the virus, preserve their health, and prevent 

transmission of the virus to an HIV-negative partner.  

● Staying on antiretroviral therapy continuously is crucial to keep the virus suppressed.  

● But the virus can mutate into a resistant form if treatment delivery is poor or patchy 

About Retrovirus 

● A retrovirus is a virus that uses RNA as its genomic material. 

●  Upon infection with a retrovirus, a cell converts the retroviral RNA into DNA, which 

in turn is inserted into the DNA of the host cell.  

● The cell then produces more retroviruses, which infect other cells. Many retroviruses 

are associated with diseases, including AIDS and some forms of cancer. 

● Lactose-intolerant 

● Studies on the global prevalence of this mutation suggest that 65% of humanity is 

lactose-intolerant, meaning they lack the gene to break down lactose into adulthood. 

● Beyond the age of five, lactose, a sugar present in milk cannot be naturally broken 

down in the stomach and this remains in the gut causing flatulence, acidity and 

diarrhea. 

● the genetic variant present in Indians is almost identical to that found in Europeans, 

meaning that it likely spread into India from migrant European populations 

● As populations and settlement sizes grew, human health would have been increasingly 

impacted by poor sanitation and increasing diarrheal diseases, especially those of 

animal origin.  

● Consuming milk under these conditions would have been harmful to those who lacked 

the digestive gene. 
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Nagorno Karabakh 

● In 1991 when the Soviet Union 

collapsed, the newly independent Armenia and 

Azerbaijan went to war over Nagorno 

Karabakh, which had been an autonomous 

region within Azerbaijan during the Soviet 

years. 

● Armenians have made historical claims over the enclave, which is largely populated 

by ethnic Armenians. 

●  By the time the all out war came to an end in 1994, Armenia had captured Nagorno 

Karabakh and seven surrounding districts from Azeri forces. 

● In September, Azerbaijan President Ilham Aliyev launched the offensive vowing to 

take back Nagorno Karabakh and other Armenian occupied districts. 

●  In six weeks, Azeri forces, backed by Turkey supplied armed drones and other 

equipment, cut through Armenian defenses and retook territories. 

● Russia, which has a security agreement with Armenia, remained neutral in the early 

days of the war when Turkey threw its weight behind Azerbaijan 

● When Azerbaijan defeated Armenian troops and captured territories, Armenian Prime 

Minister Nikol Pashinyan sought Russian help.  

● But President Vladimir Putin said the security guarantee is for Armenia, not for the 

Armenians in Nagorno Karabakh.  

● But Russia was apparently concerned about the rapid change in the status quo and the 

more assertive security role Turkey was playing in its backyard.  

Russia Role  

By the third week of October, Russia established small military outposts along the 

Armenian border, apparently to prevent the conflict being spilling into mainland 

Armenia and also  

●  Mr. Putin accepted Azerbaijan’s victory (as the ceasefire allows Azeri troops to take 

control of the territories they have seized) but prevented a total defeat of Armenia. 

Under pressure from a decisive Moscow, both sides agreed to cease the operations. 

● According to the ceasefire, Armenia agreed to withdraw its troops from much of the 

territories around Nagorno Karabakh.  
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● The core of the enclave with ethnic Armenians and Stepanakert as its capital would 

remain outside the control of Azerbaijan.  

●  Baku will build a road linking the newly captured territories to Nakhchivan, an 

autonomous republic of Azerbaijan which has been geographically separated from the 

mainland. 

● As the broker of the truce, Russia would send some 2,000 peacekeepers to the region, 

who would patrol between the Azeri troops and Nagorno Karabakh, including the 

Lachin corridor, which connects the enclave with Armenia 

● In sum, Azerbaijan gained territories, but not the whole of Nagorno Karabakh.  

● Armenia lost territories it controlled since the 1990s but avoided a total defeat as 

much of Nagorno Karabakh would remain independent of Azeri control.  

● And Russia gained a bigger foothold in the region with its troops being deployed 

within Azerbaijan. 

● That Russia could enforce the ceasefire and keep Turkey and western countries out of 

the final talks shows that Moscow remains a dominant power in the South Caucasus. 

What does the 2020 agreement say?  

● The nine-point agreement of November 10, 2020 was signed by Armenian Prime 

Minister Nikol Pashinyan, Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev, and Russian President 

Vladimir Putin. 

●  The agreement imposed an immediate ceasefire, a timeline for withdrawal from 

Azerbaijan’s occupied regions, the introduction of Russian peacekeepers, and the 

need for new transport corridors.  

● However, this failed to initiate a peace agreement because it altered the power balance 

between the two countries and lacked clarity on several issues resulting in the 

subsequent ceasefire violations on both sides.Why are ceasefire agreements not 

working? 

● First, the issue of delineating the shared international border 

● Second, the dispute over transport routes. The overland route that goes from 

Stepanakert (a city within the Nagorno-Karabakh region) to Armenia has become an 

issue between the two countries. 

● The 2020 agreement states that the parties should build an alternative road within 

three years, after which the Russian peacekeepers deployed along the current route 

would relocate to the new one. 
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●  Presently, there is only one road which is the Lachin corridor, which runs past the 

outposts through Azerbaijan’s mountainous Lachin region to Shusha, which 

Azerbaijani forces retook in the 2020 war 

● Third, the difference over the status of Nagorno-Karabakh.  

● The ethnically Armenian enclave of Nagorno-Karabakh, which is also known as the 

Republic of Artsakh, has expressed frustration over Armenia’s willingness to make 

concessions to Azerbaijan as part of a larger prospective peace settlement 

● Fourth, the dispute over the exchange of prisoners. 

 

 

Capex 

States aim to ramp up capital spending and rein in revenue deficits this year as they chart 

a return to fiscal consolidation following the pandemic shock 

What Are Capital Expenditures (CapEx)? 

● Capital expenditures (CapEx) are funds used by a company to acquire, upgrade, and 

maintain physical assets such as property, plants, buildings, technology, or equipment.  

● CapEx is often used to undertake new projects or investments by a company. Making 

capital expenditures on fixed assets can include repairing a roof (if the useful life of 

the roof is extended), purchasing a piece of equipment, or building a new factory 

● Unlike CapEx, operating expenses (OpEx) are shorter-term expenses used for the day-

to-day operations of a business. 

● Examples of CapEx include the purchase of land, vehicles, buildings, or heavy 

machinery. 

 

 

Petcoke 

Indian companies are importing significant volumes of petroleum coke from Venezuela 

for the first time. 

India’s growing appetite for Venezuela’s petcoke is being driven by a scramble for 

inexpensive fuel to power industries as global coal prices have surged. 
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Petcoke 

● Petroleum coke, abbreviated coke or petcoke, is a final carbon-rich solid material that 

derives from oil refining, and is one type of the group of fuels referred to as cokes.  

● Petcoke is the coke that, in particular, derives from a final cracking process a thermo-

based chemical engineering process that splits long chain hydrocarbons of petroleum 

into shorter chains that takes place in units termed coker units. 

● Cracking is the process whereby complex organic molecules such as kerogens or 

long-chain hydrocarbons are broken down into simpler molecules such as light 

hydrocarbons, by the breaking of carbon-carbon bonds in the precursors. 

● Petcoke is a byproduct created when bitumen found in tar sands, like those in Alberta, 

Canada, is refined into crude oil.  

● Bitumen contains a higher number of carbon atoms than regular oil and it’s these 

atoms, extracted from large hydrocarbon molecules using heat, that go on to form 

petcoke. 

● High grade petcoke which is low in sulphur and heavy metals can be used to make 

electrodes for the steel and aluminum industry. 

●  But the majority of petcoke manufactured globally, approximately 75-80%, is of a 

much lower grade, containing higher levels of sulphur and heavy metals and is used 

solely as fuel.  

● The majority of petcoke produced in the U.S. is exported to China – the world’s 

largest consumer of coal – to feed its many coal-fired power stations. 

● Petcoke is an extremely stable fuel which means there is little risk of combustion 

during transportation, but due to its high carbon content when it does combust it 

releases up to 10% more CO2 per unit of energy that normal coal. 

 

 

Ethanol blending 

What is ethanol blending?  

● Blending ethanol with petrol to burn less fossil fuel while running vehicles is called 

ethanol blending.  

● Ethanol is an agricultural by-product which is mainly obtained from the processing of 

sugar from sugarcane, but also from other sources such as rice husk or maize. 
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Currently, 10% of the petrol that powers your vehicle is ethanol.  

● Though we have had an E10 or 10% ethanol as policy for a while, it is only this year 

that we have achieved that proportion. 

● India’s aim is to increase this ratio to 20% originally by 2030 but in 2021, when NITI 

Aayog put out the ethanol roadmap, that deadline was advanced to 2025.  

● Ethanol blending will help bring down our share of oil imports (almost 85%) on 

which we spend a considerable amount of our precious foreign exchange.  

● Secondly, more ethanol output would help increase farmers’ incomes.  

● The NITI Aayog report of June 2021 says, “India’s net import of petroleum was 185 

million tonnes at a cost of $55 billion in 2020-21,” and that a successful ethanol 

blending programme can save the country $4 billion per annum.  

What are first generation and second generation ethanols?  

● With an aim to augment ethanol supplies, the government has allowed procurement of 

ethanol produced from other sources besides molasses which is first generation 

ethanol or 1G.  

● Other than molasses, ethanol can be extracted from materials such as rice straw, 

wheat straw, corn cobs, corn stover, bagasse, bamboo and woody biomass, which are 

second generation ethanol sources or 2G 

How does it impact the auto industry?  

● At the time of the NITI Aayog report in June last year, the industry had committed to 

the government to make all vehicles E20 material compliant by 2023.  

● This meant that the petrol points, plastics, rubber, steel and other components in 

vehicles would need to be compliant to hold/store fuel that is 20% ethanol. Without 

such a change, rusting is an obvious impediment. 

What are the challenges before the industry when it comes to 20% ethanol blended 

fuel?  

● The Niti Aayog report points out that the challenges before the industry are: 

“optimisation of engine for higher ethanol blends and the conduct of durability studies 

on engines and field trials before introducing E20 compliant vehicles 

What have been the objections against this transition?  

● Ethanol burns completely emitting nil carbon dioxide.  
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● By using the left-over residue from rice harvests to make ethanol, stubble burning will 

also reduce.  

● The 2G ethanol project inaugurated last week will reduce greenhouse gases equivalent 

to about three Lakh tonnes of CO2 emissions per annum, which is the same as 

replacing almost 63,000 cars annually on our roads. 

● However, it does not reduce the emission of another key pollutant, nitrous oxide. 

●  The Institute for Energy Economics and Financial Analysis (IEEFA) in a report in 

March talks about the inefficient land use in ethanol production 

●  The water needed to grow crops for ethanol is another debating point 

● . Sugar and cane production that end up in the petrol tank cannot also appear on the 

dinner plate, in animal fodder, be stored in warehouses, or be exported.  

● As was evident in India’s wheat harvest earlier this year, climate change-induced heat 

waves are a worrying factor and can lead to lower-than-expected harvests with little 

notice,”  

● Global corn, or maize, production is down, and this adds an incentive for India to try 

and export more 

 

 

Approach to science and tech 

● Starting off as a poor country in 1947, with its GDP a mere ₹2.7 Lakh crore, and food 

grain production a meagre 50 million tonnes, the challenges of educating the people, 

feeding the population, implementing democracy, promoting industry and trade, and 

ensuring the country’s security remained daunting. 

●  Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), which had been founded in 

1942 - immediate priority of the CSIR was to establish a number of national 

laboratories under its umbrella, and also promote similar organizations independently 

● A key mandate of the CSIR was, therefore, to help develop local industries by making 

contemporary technologies available and training requisite manpower.  

● A prominent example of the CSIR’s contributions in this context has been in 

developing the leather industry 

● During the Green Revolution, the CSIR’s footprint could be seen in the development 

of agrochemicals and the mechanization of agriculture.  
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● The chemicals industry needed the necessary thrust for its maturation although the 

Bengal Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals Ltd. had been formed by Acharya Prafulla 

Chandra Ray long before Independence 

● Similarly, production of anti-HIV drugs by processes developed in CSIR laboratories 

provided the necessary impetus to the growth of generic pharmaceutical companies. 

● The mechanization of agriculture was achieved through the indigenous development 

of the Swaraj tractor at the CSIR-Central Mechanical Engineering Research Institute 

(CMERI), leading to the formation of Punjab Tractors Ltd. in 1970 

● The CSIR successfully developed technologies to convert buffalo milk into powder 

and commercialized it with the help of Amul Industries. 

●  The Aroma Mission of the CSIR in recent times has been transforming the lives of 

thousands of farmers across the country. 

●  The cultivation of lavender in the Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir has been 

attracting attention worldwide as India’s ‘Purple Revolution 

 

 

Arctic Amplification 

What is Arctic amplification? What causes it?  

● Global warming, the long-term heating of the earth’s surface, hastened due to 

anthropogenic forces or human activities since pre-industrial times and has increased 

the planet’s average temperature by 1.1 degrees Celsius.  

● While changes are witnessed across the planet, any change in the surface air 

temperature and the net radiation balance tend to produce larger changes at the north 

and south poles.  

● This phenomenon is known as polar amplification; these changes are more 

pronounced at the northern latitudes and are known as the Arctic amplification 

● Among the many global warming-driven causes for this amplification, the ice-albedo 

feedback, lapse rate feedback, water vapor feedback and ocean heat transport are the 

primary causes.  

● Sea ice and snow have high albedo (measure of reflectivity of the surface), implying 

that they are capable of reflecting most of the solar radiation as opposed to water and 

land. In the Arctic’s case, global warming is resulting in diminishing sea ice. 
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●  As the sea ice melts, the Arctic Ocean will be more capable of absorbing solar 

radiation, thereby driving the amplification.  

● The lapse rate or the rate at which the temperature drops with elevation decreases with 

warming 

What are the consequences of Arctic warming?  

● The causes and consequences of Arctic amplification are cyclical 

● The Greenland ice sheet is melting at an alarming rate, and the rate of accumulation of 

sea ice has been remarkably low 

● The warming of the Arctic Ocean and the seas in the region, the acidification of 

water, changes in the salinity levels, are impacting the biodiversity, including the 

marine species and the dependent species.  

● The warming is also increasing the incidence of rainfall which is affecting the 

availability and accessibility of lichens to the reindeer.  

● The Arctic amplification is causing widespread starvation and death among the Arctic 

fauna.  

● The permafrost in the Arctic is thawing and in turn releasing carbon and methane 

which are among the major greenhouse gases responsible for global warming 

What is the impact on India? 

●  In recent years, scientists have pondered over the impact the changing Arctic can 

have on the monsoons in the subcontinent.  

● The link between the two is growing in importance due to the extreme weather events 

the country faces, and the heavy reliance on rainfall for water and food security.  

● Changes in the atmospheric circulation due to diminishing sea ice combined with the 

warm temperatures in the Arabian Sea contribute to enhanced moisture and drive 

extreme rainfall events. 

●  In 2014, India deployed IndARC, India’s first moored-underwater observatory in the 

Kongsfjorden fjord, Svalbard, to monitor the impact of the changes in the Arctic 

Ocean on the tropical processes such as the monsoons 

● Sea level along the Indian coast is rising faster than the global average rate. 

● One of the primary reasons for this rise is the melting of sea ice in the polar regions, 

especially the Arctic 
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Great Indian Bustard 

● The perceived beliefs and recorded observations of egg laying habit of Great Indian 

Bustard (GIB) have changed after the recent excessive rains in western Rajasthan.  

● The critically endangered bird species has adopted an altogether new behavior of 

giving clutch of two eggs at a time after getting additional protein diet during the 

monsoon season 

About Great Indian bustard 

● Historically, the great Indian bustard was distributed throughout Western India, 

spanning 11 states, as well as parts of Pakistan. Its stronghold was once the Thar 

Desert in the north-west and the Deccan plateau of the peninsula. Today, its 

population is confined mostly to Rajasthan and Gujarat. 

● Small population occurs in Maharashtra, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh. Bustards 

generally favor flat open landscapes with minimal visual obstruction and disturbance, 

therefore adapt well in grasslands. 

● In the non-breeding season they frequent wide agro-grass scrub landscapes.  

● While in the breeding season (summers and monsoons) they congregate in traditional 

undisturbed grassland patches characterized by a mosaic of scantily grazed tall grass 

(below 50 cm).  

● They avoid grasses taller than themselves and dense scrub like thickets. 

● Listed in Schedule I of the Indian Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972, in Appendix I of 

CITES, as Critically Endangered on the IUCN Red List and the National Wildlife 

Action Plan (2002-2016). 

●  It has also been identified as one of the species for the recovery programme under the 

Integrated Development of Wildlife Habitats of the Ministry of Environment and 

Forests, Government of India. 

 

VideoLAN ban and IT act 

The story so far: 

 The website of VideoLAN Client (VLC) has been banned in India.  

Although there is no official information on the ban, VLC states that according to its 
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statistics, its website has been banned since February this year 

In which situations can online content be blocked to the public?  

● There are two routes through which content can be blocked online executive and 

judicial.  

● First, given the reach of the internet and its potential to cause significant harm to 

online users, governments across the world reserve the power to monitor and issue 

directions for regulation of the online content being available in their jurisdictions.  

● The Government of India gets this power from Section 69A of the Information 

Technology Act, 2000.  

● Section 69A allows the government to direct an intermediary to “block for access by 

the public any information generated, transmitted, received, stored or hosted in any 

computer resource” if it is “necessary or expedient to do so, in the interest of 

sovereignty and integrity of India, defense of India, security of the state, friendly 

relations with foreign states or public order or for preventing incitement to the 

commission of any cognizable offence”.  

● Section 69A draws its power from Article 19(2) of the Constitution which allows the 

government to place reasonable restrictions on the fundamental right to freedom of 

speech and expression.  

● Second, courts in India also have the power to direct intermediaries to make content 

unavailable in India to provide effective remedy to the victim/plaintiff. 

●  For example, courts may order internet service providers to block websites which 

provide access to pirated content and violate the plaintiff’s copyright 

What is the procedure for blocking access to content online?  

● A detailed procedure for blocking content is provided by the Information Technology 

Rules, 2009 (IT Rules, 2009) that have been formulated under Section 69A of the 

Information Technology Act, 2000. 

●  An important point to note is that only the Central government can exercise this 

power of directing intermediaries to block access to online content directly, and not 

the State governments.  

● The procedure typically provides that Central or State agencies will appoint a “nodal 

officer” who will forward the blocking order to the “designated officer” of the Central 

government. 
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● The designated officer, as part of a committee, examines the request of the nodal 

officer.  

● The committee comprises representatives from the Ministries of Law and Justice, 

Information and Broadcasting, Home Affairs, and the Cert-In 

● . The creator/host of the content in question is given a notice to submit clarifications 

and replies.  

 

Chinese manja 

● Traditional manja is based on fine pure cotton thread coated with a mixture of rice 

glue, tree gums and similar natural ingredients - and an abrasive: finely powdered 

glass, aluminum oxide or zirconia alumina.  

● In some places individuals make their own manja from personal 'secret' recipes - but 

most is made by specialist craftsman on a large scale. 

● So-called "chemical manja" or "Chinese manja" is a relatively recent introduction. It 

is based on non biodegradable synthetic fibers. 

● This makes it harder to break, which can be seen as unsportsmanlike, and makes the 

string more dangerous to bystanders and birds. 

● In Brazil, in addition to cerol, there is a more dangerous version of the kite string, the 

so-called "linha chilena" (Chilean string), which contains essentially the same 

ingredients used to make cerol, but with the addition of quartz powder and aluminum 

powder, which makes the string four times more dangerous than regular cerol 

 

Rat hole mining 

● A rat-hole mine involves digging of very small tunnels, usually only 3-4 feet deep, in 

which workers, more often children, enter and extract coal. Rat-hole mining is 

broadly of two types – side-cutting and box-cutting. 

● Although the coal is of bad quality, people see it as a treasure-chest.  

● In backward regions, where there is loss of livelihood, lack of employment 

opportunities and under-education, people see rat-hole mines as an opportunity to earn 

daily bread. 
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●  People with power (also called as bahubali) employ poverty-ridden people to go into 

the rat-hole mines and dug out coal.  

● A major portion of these employees are children, who are preferred because of their 

thin body shape and ease to access depths. This practice has become very popular in 

Meghalaya. 

 

● Rat-hole mining is 

primarily practiced only in 

Meghalaya. Such cases are not 

witnessed in Jharkhand and 

Chhattisgarh because the coal 

seems are thick in Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh while in Meghalaya coal seems are 

very thin.  

● So, economically it is not a good idea to do an open mining, and therefore, they prefer 

rat-hole mining.  

● The National Green Tribunal (NGT) has banned rat-hole mining in 2014, and retained 

the ban in 2015. The ban was on grounds of the practice being unscientific and unsafe 

for workers. 

●  The NGT order bans not only rat-hole mining but all “unscientific and illegal mining. 

● Coal is stored near rivers because of shortage of space which leads to pollution around 

water bodies.  

● The water in the Kopili River (flows through Meghalaya and Assam) has turned 

acidic.  

● The entire roadsides in and around mining areas are for piling of coal.  

● This is a major source of air, water and soil pollution.  

● Off road movement of trucks and other vehicles in the area causes further damage to 

the ecology of the area. Due to rat-hole mining, during rainy season, water gets 

flooded into the mining areas resulting in death of many workers due to suffocation 

and hunger 
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Ocean diversity pact 

● A delegation from India and other member countries of the United Nations are in New 

York to deliberate on a one-of-its-kind agreement to conserve marine biodiversity in 

the high seas, namely the oceans that extend beyond countries’ territorial waters.  

● The agreement follows a resolution by the UN General Assembly in May and is 

expected to be the final in a series set in motion since 2018 to draft an international 

legally binding instrument under the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of 

the Sea (UNCLOS) 

● A key aspect of the agreement is deciding on the rights of companies that undertake 

exploration for biological resources in the high seas.  

● Do companies have absolute rights on any discovery or extraction in these regions or 

should they share their gains, in terms of intellectual property and royalties with a 

UN-prescribed body 

● Typically, the focus of mining activity in the sea has been for gas hydrates, precious 

metals and other fossil fuel resources.  

● However, with advances in biotechnology and genetic engineering, several companies 

see potential in exotic microbes and other organisms several of them undiscovered 

that abide in the deep ocean and could be used for drugs and vaccines.  

● Last June, the Union Cabinet approved a ‘Blue Economy’ policy for India, a nearly 

₹4,000-crore programme spread over five years.  

● This among other things will develop a manned submersible vessel as well as work on 

“bio-prospecting of deep-sea flora and fauna including microbes 

 

Homogeneous v/s heterogeneous boosting 

● In homologous boosting, a person is injected with the same vaccine that was used for 

the two previous doses.  

● In heterologous boosting, a person is injected with a different vaccine from that was 

used for the primary dose 

● In heterologous boosting “A person who got two doses of Moderna (mRNA vaccine), 

would get jabbed with a different vaccine type such as Covaxin (Inactivated/Dead 

Virus) or Sputnik Light (Non-Replicating Viral Vector), 
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● According to a study published by Lancet, homologous boosters increased 

neutralizing antibody titers by a factor of 4 to 20, whereas heterologous boosters 

increased titers by a factor of 6 to 73. 

●  For all clinical outcomes considered, heterologous boosters showed higher vaccine 

effectiveness than homologous boosters, providing an additional support for use of a 

mix-and-match approach 

 

 

Genetic modulation 

● The Green Revolution of the 1960s brought about a marked improvement in the yield 

of agricultural crops such as rice and wheat. 

●  It was based on the use of newly developed high-yielding crop varieties in 

conjunction with the intense use of irrigation, chemical fertilizers and pesticides. 

●  India saw a threefold increase in rice yield per hectare 

● Fifty years later, some negative effects of this intense methodology are becoming 

apparent nitrogen fertilizers and agrochemicals pose environmental hazards; water is 

often in short supply; and agricultural soil is increasingly fatigued.  

● To obtain more food for the world’s growing population, forests and grasslands would 

have to be converted to farms in order to produce food.  

● This, in turn, would enormously strain our ecosystems. 

Use of genes 

● When a second copy of a single gene (called OsDREB1C) is added to rice, it 

improves photosynthesis and nitrogen use, speeds up flowering and absorbing 

nitrogen more efficiently offering larger and more abundant grains.  

● The change helps the plant absorb more fertilizer, boosts photosynthesis, and 

accelerates flowering, all of which could contribute to larger harvests 

 

 

Rice exports 

India is the world’s largest exporter of rice. It exported 18.75 million metric tons to over 

150 countries during the year 2021-22, thereby earning $6.11 billion 
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● A key point is that the researchers have added the same gene again, and not any 

foreign one.  

● This is best described as genetic modulation. It is not a genetic modification (GM) 

and neither is the result a transgenic plant, carrying elements from another donor 

● “India has exempted crops with certain kinds of genetic modifications from the 

regulations previously imposed on the commercialization of all genetically modified 

crops”.  

● For example, BT cotton involves the transfer of the gene from the bacteria called 

Bacillus thuringiensis (BT) to be transferred to normal cotton 

 

Noble gases in moon 

● Researchers at ETH Zurich discover the first definitive proof that the Moon inherited 

indigenous noble gases from the Earth’s mantle.  

● They show that the Moon inherited the indigenous noble gases of helium and neon 

from Earth’s mantle 

● Noble gas mass spectrometer named “Tom Dooley” the researchers were able to 

measure sub-millimeter glass particles from the meteorites and rule out solar wind as 

the source of the detected gases. 

● Mass spectrometry is an analytical tool useful for measuring the mass-to-charge ratio 

(m/z) of one or more molecules present in a sample.  

● These measurements can often be used to calculate the exact molecular weight of the 

sample components as well 

 

Flash floods 

Flood:  

● An overflow of water onto normally dry land.  

● The inundation of a normally dry area caused by rising water in an existing waterway, 

such as a river, stream, or drainage ditch.  
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● Ponding of water at or near the point where the rain fell. Flooding is a longer term 

event than flash flooding: it may last days or weeks. 

● Flash flood: A flood caused by heavy or excessive rainfall in a short period of time, 

generally less than 6 hours. 

● Flash floods are usually characterized by raging torrents after heavy rains that rip 

through river beds, urban streets, or mountain canyons sweeping everything before 

them.  

● They can occur within minutes or a few hours of excessive rainfall.  

● They can also occur even if no rain has fallen, for instance after a levee or dam has 

failed, or after a sudden release of water by a debris or ice jam. 

● Flash Floods can be caused by a number of things, but is most often due to extremely 

heavy rainfall from thunderstorms.  

● Flash Floods can occur due to Dam or Levee Breaks, and/or Mudslides (Debris Flow). 

● The intensity of the rainfall, the location and distribution of the rainfall, the land use 

and topography, vegetation types and growth/density, soil type, and soil water-content 

all determine just how quickly the Flash Flooding may occur, and influence where it 

may occur. 

● Urban Areas are also prone to flooding in short time-spans and, sometimes, rainfall 

(from the same storm) over an urban area will cause flooding faster and more-severe 

than in the suburbs or countryside.  

● The impervious surfaces in the urban areas do not allow water to infiltrate the ground, 

and the water runs off to the low spots very quickly. 

 

 

Data protection way forward 

● Genesis of this law, which arose out of Justice K.S. Puttaswamy v. Union of India 

case where the court held that the right to privacy had both a positive and negative 

aspect. 

●  The former implies the need for the state to actively take measures to protect an 

individual’s privacy.  

● Thus, the government was more or less forced to initiate the drafting of a data 

protection law 
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● The government has suggested that it will introduce multiple legislation comprising a 

new comprehensive legal framework. 

●  This is the right approach, as trying to fit all objectives related to the digital 

ecosystem or even data governance into one Bill would be a mistake 

● Separate laws could deal with issues concerning state surveillance or issues in the data 

economy such as dealing with competition related concerns arising out of the 

monopolization of data by certain entities.  

● Over time, such a system may lead to more balanced and beneficial results 

●  It should build in a risk based approach to data protection, so that the regulatory 

focus is directed towards addressing sources of potential harm. Second, based on risk 

assessments, the law could enable co-regulation and self-regulation 

● New Bill should include more provisions to ensure that the regulator uses its powers 

well.  

● These include provisions relating to appointments, consultations, reporting, and so on.  

● Even while the law is being drafted, the government should invest in building some 

administrative capacity to implement it, so that when the law is eventually passed, 

implementation can begin soon after. 

 

 

Facial recognition technology 

What is facial recognition?  

● Facial recognition is an algorithm-based technology which creates a digital map of the 

face by identifying and mapping an individual’s facial features, which it then matches 

against the database to which it has access. 

●  It can be used for two purposes: 

●  firstly, 1:1 verification of identity wherein the facial map is obtained for the purpose 

of matching it against the person’s photograph on a database to authenticate their 

identity 

● Secondly, there is the 1:n identification of identity wherein the facial map is obtained 

from a photograph or video and then matched against the entire database to identify 

the person in the photograph or video 
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Why is the use of FRT harmful? 

● . The use of FRT presents two issues: issues related to misidentification due to 

inaccuracy of the technology and issues related to mass surveillance due to misuse of 

the technology.  

● Extensive research into the technology has revealed that its accuracy rates fall starkly 

based on race and gender 

● Even if accurate, this technology can result in irreversible harm as it can be used as a 

tool to facilitate state sponsored mass surveillance.  

● At present, India does not have a data protection law or a FRT specific regulation to 

protect against misuse. 

●  In such a legal vacuum, there are no safeguards to ensure that authorities use FRT 

only for the purposes that they have been authorized to, as is the case with the Delhi 

Police.  

 

Nepal new citizenship law 

What is the issue of citizenship in Nepal about?  

● Nepal transitioned into a democracy beginning with the fall of the monarchy in 2006 

and the subsequent election of the Maoist government in 2008. The emergence of the 

multiparty system was followed by the adoption of a constitution on September 20, 

2015. 

●  All Nepalese citizens born before this date got naturalized citizenship.  

● But their children remained without citizenship as that was to be guided by a federal 

law which has not yet been framed.  

● This amendment Act is expected to pave the way to citizenship for many such 

stateless youth as well as their parents 

What are the issues with the Act?  

● The main criticism against the Citizenship Amendment Act, 2006 is that it goes 

against established parameters of gender justice.  

● A cursory reading also reveals contradictions among various sections of the law.  

● According to Article 11(2b), a person born to a father or a mother with Nepalese 
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citizenship can get citizenship by descent.  

● Article 11(5) of the constitution says a person who is born to a Nepalese mother (who 

has lived in the country) and an unidentified father will also get citizenship by 

descent.  

● But this section appears humiliating for a mother as she has to declare that her 

husband is unidentified for the child to be eligible for citizenship.  

● In case of a Nepalese father, such declarations are not required.  

● Article 11(7) which says that a child born to a Nepalese mother and a father holding a 

foreign citizenship can get "naturalized citizenship" in accordance with the laws of 

Nepal appears to contradict Article 11(2b).  

● It places a condition of permanent residency on the mother (and the child) which will 

determine the grant of citizenship for the child. 

 

 

Non tangible token 

What are NFTs?  

● Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are cryptographic assets on a blockchain with unique 

identification codes and metadata that distinguish them from each other. 

● Unlike cryptocurrencies, they cannot be traded or exchanged at equivalency. This 

differs from fungible tokens like cryptocurrencies, which are identical to each other 

and, therefore, can serve as a medium for commercial transactions. 

● NFTs are digital assets whose ownership is verified through transaction records stored 

on blockchains.  

● Art work, digital avatars and accessorized monkeys are some of the most commonly 

traded NFTs 

● "Tokenizing" these real-world tangible assets makes buying, selling, and trading them 

more efficient while reducing the probability of fraud. 

● NFTs can also function to represent individuals' identities, property rights, and more. 

●  In January OpenSea’s monthly volumes for Ethereum shot over $4.8 billion. 

However, after the crypto crash in May, both Bitcoin and Ether fell and more than 

halved in value during the first six months of 2022.  

● Daily transactions on the Open Sea have been gradually declining since then. 
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Lumpy skin disease 

● Lumpy skin disease (LSD) is an infectious disease in cattle caused by a virus of the 

family Poxviridae, also known as Neethling virus. 

●  The disease is characterized by fever, enlarged superficial lymph nodes and multiple 

nodules (measuring 2–5 centimeters (1–2 in) in diameter) on the skin and mucous 

membranes (including those of the respiratory and gastrointestinal tracts). 

●  Infected cattle also may develop edematous swelling in their limbs and exhibit 

lameness. 

● The virus has important economic implications since affected animals tend to have 

permanent damage to their skin, lowering the commercial value of their hide 

● . Additionally, the disease often results in chronic debility, reduced milk production, 

poor growth, infertility, abortion, and sometimes death. 

 

 

Monsoon and mountains 

Monsoon rainfall over India is 8% more than what is usual for this time of the year. 

●  While this might bode well for agriculture in some regions, it also means floods and 

concentrated downpours with devastating consequences 

●  The monsoon compresses around 75% of India’s annual rainfall into four months and 

unevenly waters the country’s highly diverse terrain. 

●  It is, therefore, inevitable that some spots are far more vulnerable and bear a 

disproportionate impact of climate fury.  

● A recent report released by Himachal Pradesh’s Department of Environment, Science 

and Technology underlines that mountain areas are highly vulnerable to natural 

disasters, where development over the years has compounded the problem by 

upsetting the ecological balance of various physical processes 

● Monsoon rain patterns are being disrupted leading to a rise in cloudburst-like events 

as well as a rise in the frequency of high-energy cyclones and droughts.  

● One strategy adopted by the government has been to improve the system of early 

warning forecasts 

●  In recent years, improvements in early warnings for incoming cyclones have helped 

state agencies evacuate and rehabilitate the most vulnerable, but such success has not 
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been observed for floods.  

● While the inherent risks of infrastructure development in hills and unstable terrain is 

well understood, these are often elided by authorities in the name of balancing the 

demands of the people for better infrastructure and services.  

● The increased risk and cost to such projects and infrastructure should be factored in 

when they are tendered out by the government, and scientific advice regarding 

development ought to be strictly adhered to. 

 

 

Kerala savari 

● Kerala has soft launched ‘Kerala Savari’, the country’s first online taxi service owned 

by a State government, to ensure fair and decent service to passengers along with fair 

remuneration to auto-taxi workers. 

●  Operated by the Motor Workers Welfare Board under the aegis of the Labor 

Department, the Kerala Savari ensures safe travel for the public at ‘government 

approved fares’ without any ‘surge pricing 

Why has the State government decided to launch this initiative?  

● The alleged unfair trade practices and violation of consumer rights by private app-

based cab aggregators have come as a major concern for governments.  

● Recently, the Central Consumer Protection Authority (CCPA) had issued notices to 

cab aggregators Ola and Uber for unfair trade practices and violation of consumer 

rights. 

● Passengers often complain about the deficiency in services including charging 

exorbitant fares during peak hours, unprofessional behavior from the part of drivers, 

lack of proper response from customer support, and undue levy of cancellation 

charges despite the cab driver refusing to accept the ride booked by the passenger etc. 

●  It is against this backdrop that the Kerala government has decided to come up with an 

app-based platform to offer auto-taxi service for the public 
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Natural farming 

● Natural Farming is a chemical-free alias traditional farming method.  

● It is considered as agroecology based diversified farming system which integrates 

crops, trees and livestock with functional biodiversity. 

● In India, Natural farming is promoted as Bhartiya Prakritik Krishi Paddhati 

Programme (BPKP) under centrally sponsored scheme- Paramparagat Krishi Vikas 

Yojana (PKVY).  

● BPKP is aimed at promoting traditional indigenous practices which reduce externally 

purchased inputs.  

● It is largely based on on-farm biomass recycling with major stress on biomass 

mulching, use of on-farm cow dung-urine formulations; periodic soil aeration and 

exclusion of all synthetic chemical inputs.  

● According to HLPE Report, natural farming will reduce dependency on purchased 

inputs and will help to ease smallholder farmers from credits burden. 

● The BPKP programme has been adopted in State of Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, 

Himachal Pradesh, Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh and Kerala.  

● Several studies have reported the effectiveness of natural farming- BPKP in terms of 

increase in production, sustainability, saving of water use, improvement in soil health 

and farmland ecosystem. 

●  It is considered as a cost- effective farming practice with scope for raising 

employment and rural development. 

 

 

Tomato flu 

A new infection dubbed tomato flu, or tomato fever, has been detected in India mostly 

among children younger than five, according to a report in the Lancet Respiratory 

Journal. 

● The primary symptoms of tomato flu are similar to those of chikungunya, which 

include high fever, rashes, and intense pain in the joints.  

● As with other viral infections, further symptoms include fatigue, nausea, vomiting, 

diarrhea, dehydration, swelling of joints, body aches, and common influenza-like 

symptoms, which are similar to those manifested in dengue.  
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● As tomato flu is similar to chikungunya and dengue as well as hand, foot, and mouth 

disease, the treatment is also similar 

● Similar to other types of influenza, tomato flu is very contagious and children are at 

an increased risk of exposure as viral infections are common in this age group and the 

spread is likely to be through close contact, the report noted 

● The ‘tomato flu’ is caused by Coxsackie virus A 16.  

● It belongs to Enterovirus family 

● Coxsackievirus 16 (CA16) is one of the major pathogens associated with hand, foot, 

and mouth disease (HFMD) in infants and young children 

● CA16 was first isolated in South Africa in 1951. 

●  It is a member of Human enterovirus A (HEV-A) species of the Enterovirus genus of 

Picornaviridae. 

What does The Lancet report say?  

● In the article ‘Tomato flu outbreak in India’, published in The Lancet Respiratory 

Medicine journal on August 17, the authors define the infection as a “new virus” that 

has emerged in Kerala in children younger than five years.  

● The report, however, contradicts itself by also claiming the infection to be in an 

endemic state. ‘Endemic is a term used to refer to a disease which has spread in a 

limited area but has been around for some time.  

● The report further claims that ‘tomato flu’ was first identified in the Kollam district of 

Kerala on May 6 this year 

● The authors do not mention a specific origin, type or cause of the infection.  

● They suggest that it may be an after-effect of chikungunya or dengue fever in children 

rather than a viral infection, or that the virus could also be a new variant of the HFMD  

a common viral infection affecting young children that appears with fever, rashes or 

blisters on the skin and mouth sores 

What are experts saying?  

● As far as its etymology is concerned, the Lancet report claims that the ‘tomato flu’ is 

so named because of the “eruption of red and painful blisters throughout the body that 

gradually enlarge to the size of a tomato 

● ‘Tomato flu’ is caused by Coxsackievirus A16. It belongs to the Enterovirus family 
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Chabahar port 

● Strategic objective for the Chabahar route has appeared, with China’s Belt and Road 

Initiative making inroads in the region.  

● The government hopes to provide Central Asia with an alternate route to the China-

Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) through Iran for future trade.  

● India’s vision to make the Shahid Beheshti port a “a transit hub” and link it to the 

International North Soutsh Trade Corridor (INSTC), that also connects to Russia and 

Europe 

● The Chabahar plan had three main objectives to build India’s first offshore port; to 

circumvent trade through Pakistan; and to find an alternative land route to 

Afghanistan.  

● The Modi government also snapped ties with Afghanistan after the Taliban takeover 

in August 2021, which put an end to the humanitarian aid of wheat and pulses that 

was being sent to Kabul via Chabahar 

 

 

Acculturation 

●  The concept of acculturation was coined in 1880 by American geologist John Wesley 

Powel.  

● Acculturation is defined as the process in which a person or group from one culture 

comes in contact with another culture, adopting the values and practices of the other 

while still retaining their own distinct identity.  

●  Sociologists understand acculturation as a two-way process, wherein the minority 

culture adopts aspects of the majority to fit in and the culture of the majority is also 

influenced by that of the minority.  

● India, with its distinctive fusion of various cultures, has archetypes that present us 

with a deeper understanding of the concept of acculturation.  

● The Urdu language, a blend of Arabic, Persian, Turkish and Hindi, is a beautiful 

example of the amalgamation and transmutation of cultures. 
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Vikrant/STOBAR 

● Commissioning of the country’s first indigenously built aircraft carrier Vikrant will 

enhance peace, security and stability in the Indian Ocean and Indo-Pacific Region 

● India received its first indigenously built 

aircraft carrier INS Vikrant from the  its 

manufacturer, Cochin Shipyard 

● NS Vikrant is set to operate MiG-29K 

fighter jets, Kamov-31 helicopters and MH-60R 

multi-role helicopters.  

● Vikrant has been built with a high degree of automation for machinery operation, ship 

navigation and survivability and has been designed to accommodate an assortment of 

fixed wing and rotary aircraft 

● It has been a big boost to India's quest towards 'Aatma Nirbhar Bharat' (self-reliant 

India) with the warship ready to set sail soon. 

● The warship would serve to bolster India's position in the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) 

and its quest for blue water Navy. 

STOBAR 

● STOBAR ("short take-off but arrested 

recovery" or "short take-off, barrier-arrested 

recovery") is a system used for the launch and 

recovery of aircraft from the deck of an aircraft 

carrier, combining elements of "short take-off and 

vertical landing" (STOVL) with "catapult-assisted take-off but arrested recovery 

● Compared to CATOBAR, STOBAR is less expensive to develop. It is easier to 

operate than a CATOBAR configuration, which requires large number of operators to 

launch the aircraft. Lack of any moving parts in ski-jump makes it less expensive to 

maintain the launch system. 

● It does not require any additional system to generate force required to launch the 

aircraft, unlike CATOBAR where an external force is needed to be generated either 

from steam catapult or electromagnetic aircraft launch system (EMALS) to launch the 

aircraft. 
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Water sharing between India and Bangladesh 

Bangladesh has around 400 rivers and its rural economy is dependent on 

agricultural production.  

● "People in Bangladesh depend on rivers for their livelihood. Rivers are their 

identity, their lives,''  

● Bangladesh shares 54 rivers with its neighbor India, with just one river going 

upstream and the remaining 53 coming southward from India, according to the 

Bangladesh National River Conservation Commission. India, therefore, has the 

upper hand in regulating water flow. 

● In 1996, the two countries signed a deal to share water from the Ganges, which is an 

important source of water for rivers in Bangladesh's north and northwestern regions. 

● Sharing the waters of the Teesta River, which originates in the Himalayas and flows 

through Sikkim and West Bengal to merge with the Brahmaputra in Assam and 

(Jamuna in Bangladesh), is perhaps the most contentious issue between two friendly 

neighbors, India and Bangladesh. 

● The river covers nearly the entire floodplains of Sikkim, while draining 2,800 sq km 

of Bangladesh, governing the lives of hundreds of thousands of people. 

● For West Bengal, Teesta is equally important, considered the lifeline of half-a-dozen 

districts in North Bengal. 

 

 

Vishnugad Hydro Power Plant 

● An independent panel of the World Bank is 

considering a plea by residents of Haat village, 

Chamoli district, Uttarakhand to investigate 

environmental damage from the under-construction 

Vishnugad Pipalkoti Hydro Electric Project 

(VPHEP) in the district. 

● The Tapovan Vishnugad Hydropower Plant is a 520 MW run-of-river hydroelectric 

project being constructed on Dhauliganga River in Chamoli District of Uttarakhand, 

India.  

● The plant is expected to generate over 2.5 TWh of electricity annually. 
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● Run-of-river hydro projects use the natural downward flow of rivers and micro 

turbine generators to capture the kinetic energy carried by water.  

● Typically water is taken from the river at a high point and diverted to a channel, 

pipeline, or pressurized pipeline  

 

 

● The 444-MW VPHEP is being built by the Tehri Hydropower Development 

Corporation (THDC), a partially State-owned enterprise. 

●  The project is primarily funded by the World Bank and was sanctioned in 2011.  

● It is proposed to be completed in June 2023.  

● About 40% of the funds for the $792 million project (₹64,000 crore approx.) has 

already been disbursed. 

 

 

Zorawar 

 

●  Indian Army is prioritizing the 

procurement of the indigenous Indian light tank 

named ‘Zorawar’, for deployment in the 

mountain 

● “It will have equal firepower as the 

present tank, including missile firing. The 

power to weight ratio will make it very agile,” 
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● Indian Light Tank Zorawar has been designed to operate in high-altitude areas, 

marginal terrains to the island territories and will be “highly transportable for rapid 

deployment to meet any operational situation”. 

Need for zorawar 

● As per defense sources, the Indian Light Tank is required to address sector-specific 

operational requirements, especially in high-altitude areas and marginal terrains. 

● “The agile tanks will have equal firepower as medium tanks, will be equipped with 

counter-drone systems to take care of aerial threats, communication systems and 

missiles 

 

 

Nuclear matrix 

● Every cell that makes up an 

organism contains a copy of its genome.  

● This genome is packaged in special 

ways with the help of a structure known as 

the nuclear matrix.  

● The nuclear matrix gives an 

organization and architecture to the 

nucleus 

 

 

 

(DEET) and mosquitoes 

● Mosquito repellents work on the principle of obfuscating the insect’s sense of smell.  

● The most common chemical in repellents, diethyltoluamide (DEET) for instance, 

confuses the mosquito’s antennae that’s sensitive to sweat and carbon dioxide from 

the human body. 

●  However, this and several other ingredients such as picaridin, IR3535 and eucalyptus 

oil are not foolproof.  
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● The reason for this, a study this month in the journal Cell reports, is that mosquitoes 

have evolved resilient backups in their olfactory system that make sure they can 

always smell our scents 

● 1-octen-3-ol, is a chemical secreted in human sweat that can be detected only by a 

specific set of neurons in people and mosquitoes. 

●  In these insects, however, these neurons are also stimulated by amines, another type 

of chemical mosquitoes use to look for humans 

 

Study of mars and earth evolution 

●  The rover Perseverance landed in the Jezero Crater, a spot chosen partly for the 

crater’s history as a lake and as part of a rich river system.  

● But what the rover found once on the ground was startling.  

● Rather than the expected sedimentary rocks washed in by rivers and accumulated on 

the lake bottom many of the rocks are volcanic in nature. 

● The rocks and lava the rover is examining on Mars are nearly 4 billion years old.  

● Rocks that old exist on Earth but are incredibly weathered and beaten, thanks to 

Earth’s active tectonic plates as well as the weathering effects of billions of years of 

wind, water and life.  

● On Mars, these rocks are pristine and much easier to analyze and study.  

● Understanding the rocks on Mars, their evolution and history, and what they reveal 

about the history of planetary conditions on Mars helps researchers understand how 

life may have arisen on Mars and how that compares with early life and conditions on 

ancient Earth. 

●  Scientists can use conditions on early Mars to help extrapolate the environment and 

conditions on Earth at the same time when life was beginning to arise. 

 

 

Growing antibiotic resistance 

● Our reckless use of antibiotics, including penicillin, has given rise to bacteria, viruses, 

fungi and parasites that have become resistant to commonly used antimicrobials.  
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● What is more concerning is that these microbes are evolving faster than we can invent 

drugs to tackle them.  

● Our stash of antimicrobials is drying up while more drug resistant ‘superbugs’ are 

evolving and taking over the world.  

● Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is a growing health crisis, and tackling it needs a 

multi-pronged approach.  

● We need newer, more effective antimicrobial drugs, improved access to life-saving 

antimicrobials across the globe; better diagnostics to identify drug-resistant infections 

and treat them with drugs that work, and robust surveillance systems to monitor the 

spread of drug resistant infections. 

● India is projected to have 1.6 million multi-drug resistant infectious cases in 2040, 

which is significantly higher than any country.  

● One way to prevent the reckless overuse of antimicrobials is to diagnose what’s 

causing an infection early, which helps determine the right course of drugs 

● Lack of funding in pharmaceutical research, clinical trial and supply chain challenges, 

and regulatory hurdles have slowed down new antibiotics development 

● In India, where 80% urban healthcare providers are private, resource-starved hospitals 

struggle to procure pricey antibiotics. 

● Innovative pricing models, bulk procurement of such antibiotics and guaranteed 

purchase commitments from hospitals could not only reduce cost but also imbibe 

confidence in pharma companies that have invested in antibiotics research. 

● The rollout of universal health coverage in India could improve access to antibiotics 

for more than 100 million families by reducing out-of-pocket spending for individuals 

while also easing procurement for the government with bulk orders. 

● AMR is an emerging pandemic, and India is the AMR capital of the world a 

distinction that calls for swift action from policymakers and the scientific community.  

 

 

Orion 

● The most powerful rocket ever built will soon launch, carrying the Orion capsule that 

NASA hopes will soon transport astronauts back to the Moon 

● NASA’s Orion spacecraft is built to take humans farther than they’ve ever gone 
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before. 

●  Orion will serve as the exploration vehicle that will carry the crew to space, provide 

emergency abort capability, sustain the crew during the space travel, and provide safe 

re-entry from deep space return velocities. 

●  Orion will launch on NASA’s new heavy-lift rocket, the Space Launch System 

 

 

Herpes simplex virus 

DNA extracted from ancient human teeth indicates that herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1) 

the cold-sore virus was first seen in what is now Europe around 5,000 years ago.  

● Changing cultural practices during the Bronze Age including the emergence of 

romantic kissing could have factored into HSV-1’s meteoric rise. 

About the herpes simplex virus (HSV) 

● The herpes simplex virus (HSV) is categorized into 2 types: HSV-1 and HSV-2. 

● HSV-1 is mainly transmitted by oral-to-oral contact, causing oral herpes (including 

symptoms known as cold sores), but it can also lead to genital herpes. 

● HSV-2 is a sexually transmitted infection that causes genital herpes. 

● An estimated 3.7 billion people under age 50 (67%) have HSV-1 infection globally. 

● An estimated 491 million people aged 15–49 (13%) worldwide have HSV-2 infection. 

● Most HSV infections are asymptomatic, but symptoms of herpes include painful 

blisters or ulcers that can recur over time. 

● Infection with HSV-2 increases the risk of acquiring and transmitting HIV infection. 

 

 

Small cell and 5G 

What is a small cell? 

● A small cell is an umbrella term used to describe a miniature radio access point (AP) 

or wireless network base station with a low radio frequency (RF) power output, 

footprint and range.  

● Small cells enhance cellular network coverage and capacity in areas such as densely 
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populated city centers  where use demands are the highest 

 

● To expedite the roll-out of 5G, telecom operators in the country will leverage street 

furniture such as poles, advertisement hoardings and bus shelters for deploying low-

power base stations called ‘small cells’ that will help bring the network closer to the 

consumers.  

● Small cells are needed for deploying 5G 

● Leveraging of existing street infrastructure will also save the hassle and investments 

needed for erecting new poles along roadside, especially in highly populated areas. 

●  The Department of Telecom last week also notified the amended Right of Way 

Rules, which pave the way for deployment of 5G small cells on existing street 

infrastructure, and expects these reforms to enable launch of 5G services in the 

country by October, 2022.  

● The amendments include rationalization of charges, introduction of a single window 

clearance system and doing away with the need for consent from a government 

authority for installing infrastructure over private property.  

● To facilitate faster 5G roll-out, RoW application procedures for small cells have been 

simplified and telecom licensees will be able to use street infrastructure to deploy 

telecom equipment at a cost of ₹150 a year in rural areas and ₹300 in urban areas. 

● Cyber threat to mobile banking 

● According to a 2020 Statista survey across 25 States in India, two-third respondents 

said they had a smartphone.  

● Of these, half said they sent and received money digitally, and about 31% said they 

had a mobile app for banking.  

● Nearly 14% said they used their mobile phones for banking-related purposes.  
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● Global cyber security firm Kaspersky warns of an increase in cyber attacks on 

Android and iOS devices in the Asia Pacific (APAC) region.  

● One mobile banking trojan, called Anubis, has been targeting Android users since 

2017. 

● Roaming Mantis is another prolific malware targeting mobile banking users.  

● Some countries are already making payment platform providers change their business 

model.  

● China, for instance, has ordered its internet companies to offer their rival firm’s link 

and payment services on their platforms.  

● In India, a new law demands all licensed mobile payment platforms to be capable of 

providing interoperability between wallets. 

●  There is push from regulators to make payment platforms interoperable at a time 

when the demand for technical experts is a serious concern in the banking industry 

 

 

Zaporizhzhia 

● A team from the UN nuclear watchdog headed on Monday to Ukraine’s Zaporizhzhia 

nuclear plant, 

● troops in March but run by Ukrainian staff, Zaporizhzhia has been a hotspot in a 

conflict 

● Zaporizhzhia is a city in south-eastern Ukraine, situated on the banks of the Dnieper 

river 

 

  

Brent crude v/s WTI 

The price of Brent crude, the main international oil contract, fell more than 5% on 

Tuesday as new Chinese pandemic lockdowns revived recession concerns 

● Brent Crude may refer to any or all of the components of the Brent Complex, a 

physically and financially traded oil market based around the North Sea of Northwest 

Europe 

● In trading, Brent is one of the benchmarks for oil in the wider market 
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● WTI usually refers to the WTI Crude Oil futures contract traded on the New York 

Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX). 

●  The WTI oil grade is also known as Texas light sweet, although oil produced from 

any location can be considered WTI if the oil meets required qualifications. 

● Spot and futures prices of WTI are used as a benchmark in oil pricing. This grade is 

described as light crude oil because of its somewhat low density, and sweet because 

of its low sulphur content 

● WTI is lighter and sweeter, containing less sulphur than Brent, and considerably 

lighter and sweeter than Dubai or Oman. 
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